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IN CANADA
I I. I

THE FORWARD LOOK IS ANOTHER NAME FOR PROGRESS
I

One look at any of the five exeiting new Forward Look can M
it round.a a corner and fJalhee brllliandy down the 1treet ia en-,h
to eonmce you. Propeu ••• and the Forward Look do mean
virtaally the ume thing.

But this progreu, • memplilied by the Forward Look ia not
confined only to the ·peat advancee bi automotive 1tyling with
whieh yoa are familiar: It ii expreued in many waya, and in many
area of CuwHm life.
The Forward Look ia eymbolie of the dynamic growth that hu
made thia utlon rich with opportunity in every field of human
endeavour.

CHRYSLER CORPORATION OF CANADA, LIMITED

RIVERSIDE
THE

STORY

OF

OVR

HIGH SCHOOL

SCHOOE.

Now that our four-room addition has been definitely approved and we have celebrated our tenth anniversary (tin, isn't
it?), it seems a good time to say something about the history of our school.
Of course, we really must go back more than ten years because we are housed in a building which was started in 1917.
In those days, the school trustees were p:roud that they were building a $35,000 school because, when Riverside was still a
part of Sandwich East, the first school had been just an old frame building which was situated ,close to Riverside Drive on
the west side of Reedmere Road. A few farm children attended this school which, as S.S. No. 2 Sandwich East, was later
removed to the south side of Wyandotte Street just opposite St. Louis Avenue. Land for the present building was purchased
in 19l7, and the new school of two rooms was officially opened in 1919.
As the town grew, the school expanded. Two rooms were added in 1923 and another four in 1925. The building took its
present form in 1927 when eight more classrooms and the gymnasium were added. The building was always known as the
EDITH CAVELL SCHOOL, and, although the official name to-day is RIVERSIDE HIGH SCHOOL, we have taken
pains to preserve the plaque over the front entrance so that the building itself may stand as a vital memorial to a notable
British heroine of the First World War.
\Vork at the secondary level in Grades IX and X was started about 1934, but the school was considered an elementary
school up until 1944 when Grades XI, XII and XIII were added and its official name became RIVERSIDE CONTINUATION SCHOOL.
During 1946 and 1947 there was a movement throughout the province to create newer and larger high-school districts
which would bring secondary education to moi:e boys and girls. The Department of Education envisaged a high-school district
in this area which would have included Riverside, Sandwich East, Tecumseh and St. Clair Beach. It seemed likely that this
area would provide education in a large school located just outside of Riverside in the Lauzon Road area. At the time, our
Board which did not favour going in with the other areas worked to have the town of Riverside made into a high-school district
by itself. The Department having agreed to this, the necessary legislation was passed in 1948. Although the larger area school
would have provided a more diversified education than has been possible in our own school, certajnly the decision of our
Board to look after secondary education in the town of Riverside itself has been justified in several ways. In any event, we
officially became RIVERSIDE HIGH SCHOOL in 1948.
Increasing elementary school enrolment made it possible to buildl more public schools and, in 1956, to remove all elementary classes from our building. The increasing public school population being carried over into the high school accounts for
the four-room addition which is to be ready for September 1958. The addition will provide two urgently needed science
laboratories and classrooms for the introduction of the commercial option and the special commercial course.
The new accommodations will make it possible for those interested to take a commercial subject as an option in Grades
IX to XII - Business Practice in Grade JX, Typewriting in Grades X and XI. The special commercial course will enable
students to devote a whole year to commercial work at the Grade XII level. Any who have fully completed Grade XI may
take the special commercial course and still qualify for the SECONDARY SCHOOL GRADUATION DIPLOMA. Those
who have completed Grade XII - or even Grade XIII - in the general course will be even better prepared to take the
special commercial course.
The present addition is planned so that more rooms may be added when they are needed. Naturally we are all happy
to see Riversi.de High School expand, but we shall be some years before we reach the 500 mark enrolment. When that time
comes, we shall all likely feel a tinge of regret because something of the intimacy and good spirit of a small school will be Jost.
-ROBERT F. WALTON.
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Thinking of the
future?
If you're graduating this year, we invite you
to consider an interesting business career with
The Bell Telephone Company of Canada.
The Bell can help you select a career suited
to your personal interests. This choice includes
job training and company courses of instruction
in many important fields which can help you to
advance. You earn a good salary as well, and
you help to maintain a public service essential
to your community.
Why not drop in at The Bell in advance of
your graduation to find out more about the opportunity for a career in this important service.
H you're going on to college we'll be pleased to
tell you about opportunities in our Company for
graduates in Arts, Commerce, Science
and Engineering - men and women.

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANY OF CANADA

~=================--==-======= II
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Front Row, left to right: Mrs. Pavezka, Mrs. Thomas, Miss Westgate, Mr. Walton, Miss Trottier, Mrs. Raymond,
Miss Fotheringham.
Back row, left to right: Mr. Krewench, Mr. Sabo, Mr. Armln, Mr. Forde n , Mr. O'Gorman, Mr. Vaughn Evans,
Mr. Latimer, Mr. Melega, Mr. McConnell.

"Never in the course of human e,·ents have so many owed so much to so few." These words were spoken in
memoriam at the close of the Second \Norld \,Var, by Winston Churchill; and yet it seems, that no phrase of words
can so aptly sum up the devotion and striving for the betterment of education, that ha\'e been demonstrated by
o ur teachers. For these dedicated men and women mould the course of our lives to come, and it is through their
guidance that we may grow up to serve our country and our God, each our own way. Some of you, who are reading
this now, have already gone through this period of transformation while others still await the pleasures of life
which will unfold as time goes on; through the open doors of education. These determined and loyal men and
women, have given their lives in order to cultivate a fond desire and even a lust for truth and knowledge; which
is the God-given right of e,·ery man. In this aim, the teachers of Ri,·erside High haYe far exceeded this goal, and
have enriched the li,·es of all those \\·ho come in contact with them. \\"hat is owed to the teaching profession by the
students can only be repaid by the same devotion to fellow man and a lo,·e of knowledge which will not be lessened
by time; but which will increase, even after leaving the school.

-

KElTH WARD
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With the very best to
the 57 -58

GRADS

FROM SHffiLEY AND ART

GLIDDEN DAIRY BAR
:1459 Wyandotte St.

Riverside

TODAY'S

0 PPO RTUNITIE S
IN BUSINESS CAREERS
There are rewarding positions in business offices today for every
young man and every young woman who is willing to prepare for
success through proper training. For the thoroughly trained person,
business offers positions where salaries are high, the work is
stimulating and advancement comes early to those who deserve it.
You can save time and save money by getting that training
in a school that specializes in business education. You get
added advantage of free employment service when you are
ready for employment.
Investigate Before You Decide!
TRAIN IN THE SCHOOL THAT WILL DO THE MOST FOR YOU.

WINDSOR
BUSINESS COLLEGE
R.

J. SERVICE, Principal

BANK OF MONTREAL
BUILDING
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15 CHATHAM ST.
EAST

itrbrlngur e;taff

Front row, left to right: Helen Wood, Marilyn Holmea, Nila Jean Black, Cathie Housley, Kathy MacMillan, BIii
Thomas, Shelia Wright, Janet Varah.
Ba ck row, left to right: Marlene McKinnon, Jo-Ann Bunt, Camlle Watson. Lynn Brown, Dick Sadlier, Bob lsscll,
Helen Gazo, Heather Allen, Lynn Marnoch .

REBELOGUE STAFF
Editor-in-chief
Business Manager
Advertising Manager
Staff Advisors
Art Editor
Organizations Editor
Class Columns Editors
Girls Sports Editors
Boys Sports Editor
Literary Editor
Social Editor
Photography
Humour
Graduates
Layout
Patrons
Proofreaders
Advertising Staff

Copywriters

Kathryn :\lac:\Iillan
Bill Thomas
Catherine I lousley
:.\liss Trottier, :\fr. \\·alton
Lynn :\larnoch
Heather Allen
Elaine Kmit. llclcn \Yood
~ila lean Black.
Cam(JJe \\"abon
.. .... Hob Isscll
Sheila \\'right
Jantt \·arah
:.\fa rlene :.\I c Kinnon
J )ick Sadleir
Janet \ arah. :\larilyn I lolmt-.
11 elen Cazo. Pat \\' ellock
Ly1111 Bro,, 11
Elaine Podolsky. Joan :.\Iillar
Cathie J Touslt'Y. Elaine Kmit.
Hill Ruch. I le.ten Cazo. John
Perkin,-, Kathie :.\Iac:.\I illan.
Dennis :.\IcCrea. Ingrid Stahl.
I felen \Yood. Kathie Eddie,
Ed \\"enger. Lynn Brown.
Kathie :.\Iac:.\fillan. Cathie
Housley.

EDITOR'S MESSAGE
<)nee again it i,- time to clo,-e our books and look
hack on the past year in Ri,·erside High. How do we
look back on thi~ past
through our Year-Book the
'Rebelogue'.
\\'hen I think of the 111any hours spent on the compilation of the \" ear-Book. I ha "e a proud feeling.
knowing that [ had a small part in this great project.
This year our Rebelogue has undergone a fe,,
changes. Our 'layout' is of a nc\\' formal. which we
hope will he of greater ad,·antagc to hoth the students
and the advertisers.
( )ur attractive ro,·er. this year. was designed by our
m, n Lynn :.\[arnock. the \rt Editor.
. \s Editor of the Rehelogue. l ne, er realized that
the co-operation \\'ould he so spontaneous : from the
Class Columns right do,, 11 to the typing and proofreading.

I \\'Ollld like to exprc;,,s my thanks to all on the
Hebelog11e Staff: to the Busincs,., :.\Ianagcr. the Layo11t
Editors. and the \d,·erti,-ing :.\lanagcr. and last, but
hy no means least. \\'ithout the sound advice of our
staff ach·isors, :\l iss Trottier. and ~I r. \ \" alton our
Principal. the Hcbeloguc would never ha,·e made it
"to press".
There is nothing more ,·aluahle than memories, and
,-o \\'ith this book. I hope ,,c ha,·e captured the precious
moments of the 1957-58 "chool year.

1-
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Hawk:es,vood Garage

CUNNINGHAM SHEET

Ltd.

METAL WORKS LTD.
SINCE 1908

LIMITED
270 Erie St. E.

*
St ainless Steel Fabrication
Kitchen and Hospitals

Complete Collision Service

*
CL 6-4551

W ALKERVILLE
CHATHAM

CL 4-1108

Established 1946

Windsor A1nhulance Services
Company Limited
CL 4-8664

-0Serving All Essex County
24 HOURS A DAY
Completely Equipped - Expertly Trained

Compliments

Compliments of

of

White Construction Ltd.

DOWNTOWN CHEVROLET
OLDSMOBILE LIMITED

GENERAL CONTRACTOR

Ex,c avating -- Grading

-0-

Sewers - W atermains

917 GOYEAU ST.
-OUR MOTTO-

CL 3-3541

Windsor, Ont.

" WE MOVE THE EARTH FOR YOU"

ll====:===="====,==
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PATRONS

DR. 1\~D i\lRS. :-.J. A. i\L l~\,\ilCK

MR. BQB HULL

DR. A:\'D i\lRS. R. B. ANDRE\\'

:-.IR. A TD MRS. D. E. HUTCHJNGS

)IR.

II

AND )IRS.

J. R. ARDIEL

:-.IR. 1\1':D l\IRS. GEORGE ISSELL

:,,IR. AND l\IRS. ZOLTAN BERNARD

:-.IR. AND :i\IRS. PAUL KIDD

;,lR. AND MRS. FRED i\I. BLACK

1IR. AK D l\IRS. C. A. LAPSEY

)IR. AND :MRS. DONALD A. BONDY

:-.IR. AND MRS. A. C. LYOK

I\IR. A~D MRS. G. :i\I. BOURNE

).IR. AND MRS. W. H. l\lacKAY

)IR. AND :MRS. l\IALCOLi\I J. BRIAN

l\1R. AND MRS. RALPH H. MALOWNEY

11IR. AND MRS. ROBERT H. BROWN

l\IR. AND l\IRS. NOEL A. PICKERING

:-.IR. AND MRS. A. GORDON CA)IPBELL

)IR. AND l\IRS. l\IICHAEL PODOLSKY

i\IR. AND MRS. MILTON R. CARSWELL

.MR. 0. A . POST

i\IR. AND MRS. H. H. COOK

l\IR. AND MRS. A. RICHARDSON

MR. AKD i\IRS. C. S. DAY

il!R. AND MRS. T. R. RODEN

11R. AND MRS. R.

J. DOWNEY

l\IR. A D MRS. G. E. FELLOWS

1IISS LINDA SINCLAIR

i\IR. AXD i\IRS. E. G. FRASER

:-.IR. AND l\IRS.

DR. AND MRS.

J.

J. J.

STUART

MR. A~D l\IRS. Wm. A. THOl\IAS

F.. FULLER

l\lR. AND MRS. JOHN GIFFEN

:-.IR. AND l\IRS. R. W. TJIOl\ISOK

:-.IR. AND i\IRS.
E. GORDON
i\IR AND i\lRS. WALTER H . GRA HAl\I

).IR. AND l\IRS. D. TOFFLEMIRE

:.IR. AND MRS. A. L. HANCOX

:.\lR. AND ?\,[RS. GEORGE YUICTC

l\IR. AND i\IRS. V:. H. HARRISOX

).lR. AKD MRS. C. WA TSOX

:-.IR. AND i\IRS. }JARRY HOFFl\IA~

).!R. AND l\IRS. E. T. \VELLOCK

:-.IR. AND l\IRS. JOH

:-.IR. AKD l\IRS. H. S. \\'HITTAKER

' °·

11

REV. AND MRS. R. R. SADLElR

T

C. HOLl\IES
l\IR. AND MRS.

).IR. AND 1\IRS. EG'GENE E. VARAII

J.

WRIGHT

L=======:======j
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Best Wishes From The

RIVERSIDE PUBLIC
Thinking of a CAREER -

UTILITIES COMMISSION
I

-0-

EDMUND CECILE ........ ..

....... .. . Chairman

'MYBANH•

R. C. FENNER ......... ............... ........ Commissioner

Qii1

GORDON R. STEWART ..................... ... . Mayor
D . D . Mac KENZIE .................... .... ........ Manager
PAUL MAILLOUX

or just a job?

Like most smart students, you'll want a lifetime career
- not just aJ·ob at so much a week. And a career in
banking coul well be the answer to your plans for
the future. Banking today offers a wider variety of
interesting and better-paid positions than ever before.
Consider it seriously before reaching your decision.
And here are some of the attractions Canada's First
Bank offers young graduates starling in banking ...
good increases regularly if you are good at your job
. . . an effective training programme to prepare you
for advancement ... promotion based on merit - not
seniority ... pension ai:id group. ins~rance benefits ... a gcnume combmahon
of opportunity and security.
,.,. ,.,,6,an11111
If you are interested in finding out
more about banking as a career, have a
I I
chat with your nearest B of M manager.
You'll find him most helpful.
•-us

r

I

+

BANK OF M ONTREAL

SecretaryTreasurer

~4'J(lia1$~
Riverside Branch:
HUGH NIND, Manager

I

Dirtnria

<ttnllegr
.in the

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO
Founded by Royal Charter in 1836 "for the general education IQ/ youth
in various branches of Literature and Sciences on Chistian Pincipl es."

As one of the Federated Colleges in the Faculty of Arts of the U niversity
of Toronto, Victoria College enrols students in all courses leading to the
degrees of Bachelo,r of Arts and Bachelor of Commerce and preparatory to
admission to the schools of Graduate Stud ies, Divinity, Education, Law
and Social Work.
In the Annesley Hall \,Vomen's Res idences accommodation is aYai la b le for
women s tudents of Victoria College. In the Victoria College Residences
accommodation is available for men s tudents of the College.

MEN AND WOMEN MAY BE ASSISTED
THROUGH RESIDENCE BURSARIES.
For full information, including calendars and bulletins,
apply to the Registrar, Victoria College, Toronto.

=
=============J
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HONOUR GRADUATES

N:ame-Judy Booth.
Name-Robert "Spike" Biggs.
Char.-Bashful humourist.
P.P.-Kibitzers.
F.S.-Well, look to the brighter side
of it!
Amb.-Chemist.

Sch. Act&,-Chein,
After4-Whee!

Char.-Long hair cut short.
in
Physics
P. P.-Oemonstratlng
Class.
F.S.-So • • - . . .
Amb.-Flrst lady Prime Minister
of Canada.
S<::ti
Acts.-St~dent Council, Red
Cross,
Badminton,
Black and
Gold.
After 4-Dawdllng.

Na me-Elaine Carswell.
Chal'-A guard spending last quarter on balcony after fouling out.
P.P.-Price of tunnel tickets and
telephone bills.
F.S.-Good grief, sit on that thing!
Amb.-You tell me and we'll both
know.
Sch. Acts.-Volleybali basketball,
Glee Club, Athletic Society, Orchestra, Operetta.
After 4-Homework! What else . . ,

Name-Joanne Bunt.
Char.-Ha ! Ha! What colour is
IT supposed to be?

P.P.-"Helpful"

passengers

when

I' mdriving. Certain hockey games
F.S.-H-mmm-ya! How 'bout that,
huh?
Amb.-0.C.A. or A.U.
Sch. Acts.-student Council, Rebe•
logue,
Badminton,
Black
and
Gold.
After 4-You really want t o know?

Name-Ron Dicl<son.
Char-Eyes.
P.P.-Honey-y.y-y!
F.S.-Hey witch! Hey stupid!
Amb.-Lots of
money
(without
working).
Sch. Acts.-Football, dragging, pool
shark,
After 4-Anything but homework.

Name-Lanny 1rioffman.
Char.-Blush.
P.P.-People who tell me how to
drive.
F.S.-Go to pot! and: Elaine, can I
hold your train?
Amb.-To go away to college. (Lab
Technician).
Sch Acts.-Basketball and Volleyball official.
After 4-Homework, of
course!
Backing out of people's driveways.

Name-Jerry Dowling.
Char.-Eek!

P.P.-Budd Lynch.
F.S.-Strange to relate, but nevertheless 'tis true, as it were so to
speak, inadv ertently speaking .
Amb.-To see Bud "Lynched",
Sch. Acts.-Volleyball (HA), Black
and Gold.
After 4-Road hockey.

Name-Keith Lapsely.
Char.-Smlle.
P.P.-Big words.

F,S,- Hi.
Amb.-M isslonary.
Sch. Acts.-1.S.C.F
After 4-Depends!

(President).

Page Nine

Name-J. Richard Lumb.
Char. -Just plain loveable.
P.P.-Walklng, Eating Pizza.
F.S.-1 didn't get the car.
Amb.-Just to be filthy rich.
Sch . Acts.-"After Hours Geometry
And Algebra Lovers Club".
After 4-Hockey,
Socializing
at
Dairy Bar, Homework, R.U.B.C.

Name-John Perk ins.
Char.-Yes.
P.P.-People Interfering In my love
life.
F.S.-What do you mean "me wor-

ry"?
Amb.-To write long lists of Spike's
puns and shove them down his
throat.
Sch.
Acts.-Key
C lub,
Student
Council, football , Cadets.
After 4-To get my homework done,
so I can go out nights.

Name-Nick Pearson.
Char.-Miserable.
P.P.-J.C.P.
F.S. -l'd like to, but I have to work
Saturday night.
Amb.-To build a house on a ~ill.
Sch.
Acts.-Cadets,
Key
Club,
( President) ,
Choir,
Orchestra,
Football.
After 4-Music, R.U.B.C.

Name-Mary Anne Rosicki.
Char.-Saylng the wrong things at
the wrong time.
P.P.-People who don't wash their
test tubes and use ours.
F.S. -Oh well!
Am b.-Travel (around the world in
80 days).
Sch. Acts.-None 'cept school.
After 4-Wearlng out Bell's lnven.
tlon,

•
Name-Richard Shuel.
Char.-Dimples.
P.P.-Snooty girls.
F.S.-We don't need a meeting tonight.
Amb;-To get three more tires for
eight dollars.
Sch. Acts.-Student Counc il (President), Key Club, football, Glee
C lub, Cadets.
Aft er 4-A.S.S.G.

Name-Janet Varah.
Char.-Still small, still blonde.

P.P.-uaut I've got to go home . . .''
F.S.-Well . . • well.
Amb.-To rope a mustang, or a co l t,
or even a Gael.
Sch. Acts.-Student Council, Black
and Gold, Red Cross, cheerleading,
track, badminton.
After 4-Everythlng I shouldn't be
doing.

Name-Alan Wirch.
Char.-Willing.
P.P.-Bayer Aspirins.
F.S.-Oh well!
Amb.-To get where I'm going.
Sch.
Acts.-Cadets,
Key
Club
(treasurer), Choir, football, Student Council (treasurer), Rifle
Club.
After 4-R.U.C. Choir (seretary),
R.U.B.C.
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Name-Bill Symonds.
Char.-Short, dark, handsome.
P.P.- • · ·
F.S.-Hey Doby!
Amb.-Play pro baseball.
Sch . Acts.-Football (captain), Basketball (captain).
After 4-Practices, Janitorial staff.

Name-Dan White.
Char.-Different car each year,
P.P.- Essays.
F.S.-Stay where you be, and
come where you be.
Amb.-Jet PIiot, R.C.A.F.
Sehl. Acts.-Athl eic Society (Vice.
president), Pool shark.
Aft er 4-Homework, T.V., Homework, poo l, Homework.

Name-Sheila Wright.
Char.- Difficult to understand.
P.f>.-Rlverside Bus Service.
F.S.-Darn, anyway.
Amb.-Col l ege (if possible).
Sehl. Acts.-Track, volleyball, ba.sketball, Rebelogue, Red Cross.
After 4-Teaching swimming at the
uy", Sunday school teacher at
R.P.C., B.U.B.C.

GRADE THIRTEEN
WE SHALL REMEMBER:Robert Biggs: "Spike". our play\\'rite, for his classic
"·it. ivy-league trousers. and rousing chess games.
Judy Booth: Class play director. for her modern art in
Biology class.

Jo--Anne Bunt: For her changing hair styles and bubbly laugh.
Elaine Carswell: For her sparkling performance on
basketball and volleyball teams and her defence of
the U.S.A.
Ron Dickson: Our "Da\·e Brubeck" double. for his
B iology ad-libbing.
Jerry Dowling: The artist in the class, for his caricatures and "Frantic French".
Lanny Hoffman: \Vho wanted to be a blonde. for her
prize col lection of Zoology specimens.
Keith Lapsley: I.S.C.F. president. for that far-away
look and his "near-hits" in Geometry.

LAST YEAR'S GRADUATES
The Grade Thirteen class of '57 had an enrolment
of seventeen students. Of these. fifteen went on to
further their education in either \\'incisor , London, or

Kingston. Jn \\' incisor. the popular choice was A ss umption L.;niversity \\·hicl1 Linda Atkinson, Dorothy
Harrison, Mike Prince, \Valt S igmund, lan Steel and
Keitha \,\'ylie are no\\' attending. Also in \,\'indsor is
Barbar a :.IcDonald \\'ho is enro led at the \ \' indsor
Business College. ).Iargaret Gault, Joan Holditch, and
1Iarlyn Sah w, following their ambition to become
teachers, chose to enter London Teachers' College.
:-\ nother fo rmer Grade Th irteen student, Jack Giffen,
a lso \\'Cnt to London "·here he is continuing his studies
at the Cniversity of \.Vestern Ontario. Beth Li\·i ngstone, Mrs. Penny (Shepherd) Duncan, and Bob Thayer all preferred the courses offered by Queen's Uni\'ers ity in Kingston. Bil l Robin son is also in Kingston at
th,e Royal ::\Iilitary College. Isobel Benjamin stepped
out into the business world and is now \\'Orking at the
Toronto Dominion Bank in \,\'indsor. Denis Maurice,
also a working man, is employed at G nderwood Type-

writers' Limited.
HEATHER ALLl.:N.

Richard Lumb: "Speeder", for all hi s black and gold
striped note-books - except in French Authors.
Nick Pearson: For his slide rule. that "hearty" laugh.
and his chrome-plated bass strings .
John Perkins: For his easy-going personality.
Mary Ann Rosicki: For her curly eyelashes and the

SCHOLARSHIPS AND
CLASS MEDALLISTS
SCHOLARSHIPS

\Vednesday afternoons she wasn't there.
Richard Shuel: For his "mild temper and soft words".
Billy Symonds: "Sy", who quarter-backed the football
team to the Purple Bowl championship.
Janet Varah : \\'ho lost her \·oice every Friday night cheerleading; for her back-of-the-lab debates.

Danny \Vhite: The boy \\'ith the "record" and many
cars.
Allen Wirch; For his ten-page epics to Ne\\' Jersey.
Sheila Wright: Our long, tall mermaid, for her running.
jumping. volleying and bouncing.
Ralph Ringrose: Our Caesar.

LINDA ATKINSON
Entrance Scholarship
Assumption University
BETH LIVINGSTONE
Kiwanis Club of Riverside Scholarship.
ROBERT THAYER
Atkinson Foundation Bursary
CLASS
Robert Thayer.. ............ .
Elizabeth Day ...
Ingrid Stahl

MEDALS
.. Grade XIII
... ....... Grade IXA

... ........ .. ..... ........... ..... Grade IXB

Mary MacPherson

..... ............ Grade IXC

Jerry Schneider: For his deep \'Oice.

Herbert Summers

... .... Grade XA

Mike Stinchcombe: Our journalis t.

Dennis Burling....

....... Grade XB

And fina lly - Mr. Krewench: For his guidance and
benevolent supervision throughout the year.

Elaine Kmit.. .. ... ...... .................................. Grade XIA

JUDY AND JANET.

Jack Master ................. .............................. Grade XIB
J anet Varah ............................................... Grade XII
Page Eleven

Assumption University

II

Queen's University

II

AT

of Windsor

KINGSTON

-0Liberal Arts -

Incorporated By Royal Charter 1841

Business Administration
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HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES
Name-Karen Booth.
Sch. Acts.-Glee Club, Red Cross,
Black and Gold.
P.P.-People who don ' t like cats.
F.S.-He's at Western.
Char.-Always
smiling
(except
when she frowns).
Amb.-To be a doctor's wife (R.N.).

Name-Donna Cope.
Sch.
Acts.-Volleyball,
Library
Club, St. Aidan's A.Y.P.A. (sec.),
te:,ch S.S.
P.P.-Bangs that grow too fast and
get in my eyes.
F.S.-Oh, horrors.
Char.-Tall, bangs.
Amb.-To pass grades XI and XII
history.

Name-Vicki Coyle.
Sch. Acts.-Basketball, Glee Club.
P.P.-A boyfriend who l ives in
Chatham.
F.S.-What a creep!
Char.-Big brown eyes.
Amb.-Move to Chatham.

Name-Cathy Bourne.
Sch.
Acts.-Red
Cross,
Library
Club,
volleyball,
St.
Aidan's
A.Y.P.A., teach S.S.
P.P.-People who don't study and
get higher marks than I do.
F.S.-Hold
your
cotton-picken'
horses.
Char.-12A' s kleenex supplier.
Amb.-To be a good water-skier,
(Occupationa l Therapy).

Name-Bryan Coupland.
Sch. Acts.-Hockey, Athletic Society.
P.P.-Short glrls.
F.S.-May I borrow your Latin?
Char.-Tail.
Amb.-Englneer, (train).

Name-Helen Gazo.
Sch. Acts.-Basketball, volleyball,
Glee Club, Rebelogue (layout),
R.U.B.C.
P.P.-Sadistic Jokes.
Char.- Blonde (and not out of a
bottle).
F.S.-ls that right?
Amb.-R.N. and etc .

•

Name-Marilyn Holmes.
Sch. Acts.-Cheerleading, Glee Club,
Rebelogue Staff, Black and Gold,
figure skating.
P.P.-Moody people!
F.S.-Now cut that out.
Char.-High-pitched sneeze.
Amb.-To go on first rock~t snip
to the moon! (Col lege).

Name-Murray Hutchings.
Sch. Acts.-Key Club, bas;,.etbail,
football, Glee Club.
P.P.-Censored.
F.S.-Censored.
Char.-Censored.
Amb.-Censored .

Name-Cathie Housley.
Sch. Acts.-Glee Club, volleyball,
Black and Gold, Rebelog ue (Ad vertising Manager), Junior mus ic,
Junior Achievement, writing letters.
P.P.-Not being able to do science
and math after 4 years of trying.

F.S.-Hardly fabulous!
Char.-Always remembering.
Amb.-To sail around the worlc!
( h onours history at A.C.)
or
U of T.

Name-Elaine Kmit.
Sch. Acts.-Cheerleader, Rebelogue,
Black and Gold, Glee Club, S.S.
teacher, skating.
P.P.-Being
the
only
Brunette
cheer leader.
F.S.-Good grief.
Char.-Small waist.
Child re n's
Amb.-Toronto
Sick
R.N.).
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Name-Sylvia Lumb.
Sch. Acts.-Volleyball basketball,
Glee Club.
P.P.-Belng lonesome.
F.S.-l'm lonesome.
Char.-Ponytail and sideburns.
Amb.-To Mrs. S.O. in 196-.

Name-Kathryn Macl\1 illan.
Sch.
Acts.-Rebelogue
(editor),
Black and Gold, Glee Club, Orchestra,
figure
skating,
Bible
P.P.-Hard butter.
F.S.-"You silly thing " .
Char.-Happy.
Amb.-To be a physical therapist.

Name-Sue Patterson.
Sch. Acts.-Basketball , volleyball,
Red Cross, selling toys at Hudson•s, Glee Club.
P.P.-People who call me Pat.
Char.-Red headed, giggle.
F.S.-Man-ah-like-ah-wow-ah- Peter-ahhh ! ! !
Amb.-President of J. L. Hudson
Co. 1968 sweeping floors at
Hudson's ( R.N.).

Name-John Pickering.
Sch. Acts.-Glee Club, Black and
Gold, Cadets, Rebelogue.
P.P .-People who call my c:ir a
peanut pusher.
F.S.-What do you mean that's not
right, Thomas?
Char.-Curly hair.
Amb.-To help Bill blow up th" lab,
(teacher).

Name Myrna Malowney.
Sch. Acts.-Volleyball, basketball
(official), Glee Club, skating.
P.P.-Me.
F.S.-l ' m sorry.
Char.-Dimples (so they say).
Amb.-To see Damascus.

Name-Joan M illar.
Sch. Acts.-Black and Gold, f..ebelogue, Art, Student Council (Vice pres.), Glee Club.
P.P.-People who don't know weth-

er they're coming or going and
usually bump Into me.
F.S.-1 need that like I need a hole
in the head.
Char.-Blushing.
Amb.-To marry a millionaire who
looks like Rock Hudson and loves
me madly.

Name-Doug Pearson.
Sch. Acts.-Football,
Key Club,
Glee Club, Cadets.
P.P.-Glrls' girl friends.
F.S.-Wonderful, Wonderful !
Char.-Curly locks of hair.
Amb.-To read a book on ho.-, to
get along with bashful blondes.

•

Name- Ela ine Podolsky.
Sch. Acts.-Basketball , volleyoa II,
Athletic Society, track and !ield,
Black and Gold, Rebelogue, figure
skating, writing letters.
P.P.-Two teachers who forgot it
was April Fools Day.
F.S.-lan will be home in two
weeks !
Char.-Changeable.
Amb.-Go ld Thunderbird and • • well , you all know !

"

Name-Richard Sadlier.
Sch. Acts.-Key Club, Glee Club,
B lack and Gold (humour), Cadets,
Rebelogue (houmour), St. Aidan's
Servers Guild.
P.P.-People who don't like foreign
cars, and women drivers in Am·
er ican cars; also a special girl
who always says " I don't kr.ow!"

F.S.-"Good grief, Charlie Brown! "
Char.-Wltty and wily.
Amb.-Graduate from U. 'Jf T. and
beyond.
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Name-Beverly Slusarchuk.
Sch. A cts.-Basketball, volleyuall.
P.P.-Cold feet.
F.S.-Hermione Darling! How are
you?
Char.-Hiccups.
Amb.-To go to U. of M. ( ASTCP) .

Name-Elizabeth Tensch.
Sch. Acts.-Volleyball,
basketball,
Glee Club.

P.P.-People who call me " L izzie".
F.S.-11 What's new?''
Char.-QuieL
Amb.-Travel to Europe.

Name-Bill Thomas.
Sch. Acts. Key Club (sec.), Rebelogue (bus. man), Cadets (C.P.O.)
football, basketball (off.), Glee
Club, chess, bowling.
P.P.-Kibitzers.
F.S.-That' s not right, Pickering!
Char.-Brains.
Amb.-Nuclear Physicist (to blow
up the Lab).

Name-Helen Wood.
Sch. Acts.-Student Council , cheerleader, Black and Gold, Rebelogue, Glee Club, skating.
P.P.-People who don't say hello.
F.S.-Yeah, yeah.
Char.-Seasonal tennis shoes, mental telephathy.
Amb.-McGill U, to go on first rocket ship to the moon with Marilyn.

Name-Evelyn Watret.
Sch. Acts.-Track, volleyball, swimming.
P.P.- People who lecture.
F.S.-Y'know what I mean?
Char.-Two-toned eyelashes.
Amb.-To pass a history test.

CLASS TWELVE B
Nam e-Heather Allen.
Sch. Acts.-S enior basketball, volleyball, Athletic Society (pres.),
Rebelogue.
P.P.-Men drivers who signal for
a left turn and then turn right.
F.S.-Nila Jean let's drive to
London.
Char.-Riding on the suicide side

of the "Re d Bomb".

..

Amb.-G.A.C.F.R.G. ,

Secretary.

Name-Ni la Jean Black.
Sch. Acts.-Student Council, Black
and Gold, Rebelogue, track and
field, Senior basketball, volley ball (co-capt. ), curling.
P.P.-Curly Coiff.
F.S.-Heather, Let's drive to London!
Char.-Driving a tiny "Red Bomb".

Amb.-G.A.C.F.R.G.,

Nursing

Name- Joan " Hotrod' ' Ardlel.
Sch.
Acts.-Cheerleader, Student
Council, badminton, track and
field.
P.P.-Boys who don't like rocK and
roll.
F.S.-Just kidding, of course!
Char.-Talking, all the time.
Amb.-To pass French and g~t a
bigger car.

at

Nam e-Lynn Brown.
Sch. Acts.-Senior basketball, volleyball, track and field, Black and
Gold, Rebelogue, figure skating.
P.P.-Boy's who crack their knuckles.
F.S.-"As an outsider, what do you
think of human beings?
Char.-Blue eyes and dimples.
Amb.-The soft life-Teacher.

Victoria.

Name-B ill Calvert.
Sch. Acts.-Club Cleeshay, hockey.
P.P.-Bucks that don't flag.
F.S.-What's the score, Sherman?
Char.-Backwoods boy.
Amb.-Be a hermit and shoot the
other wombisel , M.Sc.F.

Name-Ron (Doby) Eve.
Sch. Acts.-Black and Gold , Club
Cleeshay (pres.).
P.P.-Brown Nosers.
F.S.-Anybody got their History
done?
Char.-Scraggy brush-cut.
Amb.-Pres. Mystic Knights of the
Sea.
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Name-Marlene Gill.
Sch. Acts.-Too many to mention.
P.P.-Cats.
F.S.-You Just don't know m e.
Char.-Quiet.
Amb.-Housewife.

Name-John (Jungle John)
Hamilton.
Sch. Acts.-Track and field, football, Club Cleeshay.
P.P.-Hunting w i th the boys.
F.S.-Golng steady yet, Ed?
Char.-Playing the field.
Amb.-To p lay football for U.S.

College.

Name-David Koski.
Sch. Acts.-Stu de nt Council, Club
Cleeshay, Cadets.
P. P .-Calvert.
F.S.-Get off my back!
Char.-We don't talk about i t.
Amb.-Get out of school.

Name-Bob (Greeny) Greenwood.
Sch. Acts.-Club Cleeshay (treas.),
football, basketball, Black and
Gold (ed.), Key Club, Cadets,
ping pong, hunting, curling.
P.P.-Friday's night's at Barlow's
and practical Jokers.
F.S.-Look Jungle John, squirrel
tracks!
Char.-Blonde hair ( Peroxide).
Amb.-To be as great a hunter as
Jungle John (Business).

Name- Arnold Kay.
Sch. Acts.- Hockey, football, badminton, track and field, Gl ee Club,
Cadets, Club Cleeshay.
P.P.-Glrls who wear short shorts.
F.S.-Peasantl
Ch a r.-Being isolated for wearing
sharp clothes.
Am b.-To score 500 goals, playing
f or Montreal.

N ame-Jack Master.
Sch. Acts.-Key Club, hockey, Club
C l eeshay, Cadets.
P.P.-Guys that score goals.
F.S.-Hi Gord!
Char.-Smart and quiet.
Amb.-Have one shut-out. E:ng1I·
neerlng Degree.

'

.,

..
•

Name-Allan Schwartz "Lefty".
Sch. Acts.-Club Cleeshay, Athleti c
Society, bow ling, baseball.
P.P.-Splits and misses.
F.S.-Let'S eat.
Char.-Tiger.
Amb.-Play centre for Pistons, "7
ft. tall".

Name-Bl ake Sherman uThe Tank".
Sch. Acts.-K ey C lu b, Club Cleeshay, Black and Gold (asst. ed.),
football, basketball, track and
field, Cadets.
P.P.-People who borrow money.
F.S.-Yes, Ed's going steady.
Char.-Smlling Jack.
Amb.-To make a million a year.

..
Name-Ga il Tripp.
Sch. Acts.- " Vlsitlng the College",
dancing and study ing.

P.P.-Boys in my "Big Brother's
C lub."
F.S.-Let's keep It on a college level,
Flake.
Char.-Clown.
Amb.-Go to Assumption or R.N.
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Name-Pat Wellock .
Sch. Acts.-Track and field, Senior
basketball, vo lleyball, Black and
Gold, Rebelogue.
P.P.-Smillng Punkinheads.
F.S.- What is it, my birt hday or
something?
Char.-Black and Blonde hair.
Amb.-G.A.F.R.G., to be a History
teacher? ? ? (at R.H.S.).

N ame-Ed ( W ee W Iiiie) W enger.
S ch. A c t s .- Clu b C leeshay ( v icel)r es.), bul<etba.11, foot bal l, K ey
Club (Lleut -gov.), Black a nd Gold,
asst . ed ), t rack a nd fiel d , Cadets.
P . P.- G irls w ith younger sister s.
F.S.-ldiot.
Char.-Sorta t a I I, sort a d a rk, a nd
sorta · • •.
Amb . -T o get a n old age pensi on a t

N a m e-Bob W Iikes.
Sch . A c ts.-Student Co u n ci l, C lub
Cleesh ay ( p u bl i c i ty), Cadets.
P. P.- C hry sler lover s.
F.S.-Let 's go to H aro ld 's.
Ch a r.-Mon a L isa.
A m b. -B ache lo r .

21.

N a me- Pat Wilson.
Sc h . Acts. -Red Cross ( pres. ), vol l eyball, Soda -Jerk, collecting T eddy B ears.
P.P.-Calories.
F.S.- l 'm all s hook up.
Cha r .-24 cara t hair and green ca t
eyes.
Amb. -To r i de i n souped - up conv ertibles all day , ( G.A.C.F.R.R. )

GRADE TWELVE A
KRUNCH!

...
•

KRUNCH!

GRADE TWELVE B
During the recent month we of the Rebelogue staff (from
12-B) have made a very serious study of our classmates. The

lt is t he year 1968. The mysteries of darkest Africa have
drawn our graduates to seek out its hidden secrets.
Listen! The drum beats arc growing lou der and loude1· as we
nca1· the heart of the continen t. There's a fellow of whom we
thought hig hly S ir Jonathon Pickering riding elegantly
astride an elephant as he leads a safari. Simply must bag a lion
you know! ~[eanwhile back at the water hole we sec Doug
Pearson conversing intelligently with an alligator as he waters
the elephants.

purpose of this intensive su rvey is to try to find the future
occupation of our classmates in 1978. The information was
found by careful personality and activity (school and ou tside)
study. The following is our predictions of the sun·ey :WE PREDICT:

As we travel south into a more civilized part of Africa, the
drum beats die out and arc replaced by a shrill whistle, as we
discover Beverly Siusarchuk refereeing a basketball game bet·
wcen the Ubangi Bouncers and the Zany Zulus. Look! Isn·t
that tall, blond star player for the Zulus our own Zelda Kilch,
(Kathie MacMillan)? \Ve\ ·e heard that she is a graduate of
~fichigan State where she received her Ph.d. in hedge clipping.
In a nearby shop, w ho should we meet but Bryan Coupland.
B ut he is receiving stiff competition from Evelyn Watret w ho is
manufacturing double barrels for honeymooners. . \ cross the
street we find, as you may ha\•e guessed, Myrna Malowney
painting hlack stripes on wh ite m ules, and selling them to Zoos.
Her stiffest competition is coming from Liz Tensch who is
pain ting white stripes on black mules.

-that Joan Ardiel will conduct her own school for cheerleaders
in sunny Florida.

In a little hu t on the outskirts of town can be found Murray
Hutchings, our Sealy ~lattress salesman. He seems to be having
a hard time making a sale to native Helen Gazo who says, .. ~Ic
no wanna sleep on cloud. me ~Jeep with both feet on um
ground:·
Traveling north again we enter another part of the jungle.
Here we sec a group of nati\·es huddled around a solemn-faced
·orphan which' doctor who oddly resembles Joan Millar, and
a huge kettle in wh ich Sue Pattison is bubbling contentedly as
she studies her algebra. T hey are preparing a feast for the
guest - our favorite home-room teacher, O ld Black Joe Sabo.

- t hat Heather Allen, because of all her Basketball ability, will
be the coach of the future \\'OSSA Senior Girl Champions at
iR i\•crsidc High.

- th at Nila Jean Black, \·cry intere,tcd in medicine and a bit
absen t-minded. will make a wonderful Psychiatrist or Brain
Surgeon.
-that a g irl 111 our cla,s who excels in athletics and skating.
Lynn Brown, will be the first person to skate arou nd the
world without stopping.
- that Bill Calvert, our hunter and fur trapper, will be a Big
Game Hunter on ~lars.
-that Ron Eve, because he is so easy going and sports-minded.
w ill probably have ulcers and cat Sauerkraut and wheatgerm
the rest of his life.
- that the quietest girl in our class, Marlene Gill, wil l be a
famous comedia nne like 11artha Raye.
-that fo1· no reason in particu lar except that he is Ycry acti\·e
in school. Bob Greenwood will be a Beach-comber somewhere
in Hawaii.
- that for some reason or other John Hamilton will move over
to Great B ritain and be a professor of Ancient H istory at
Oxford Un iversity.
- t hat Arnold Kay will be the Canadian Ambassador to the
Russian Colony on the 11100n.
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GRADE TWELVE A (Cont'd.)

GRADE TWELVE B (Cont'd.)

Off to one side we sec Karen Booth peeling bananas and Vicki
Coyle and Sylvia Lumb cutting Kumquats for the stew. Donna
Cope and Cathy Bour ne begin playing the bongo drums to announce the beginning of the entertainment, as Tarzan Bill
Thomas swings in on a vine just in time to see the show. Here
is the first act now! The one, the only, the FABULOUS Cathie
H ousley, a FABULOUS, FABULOUS, torch singer - Africa's
awful dark you know.

- that David Koski will be a great research chemist or a big
producer of Horror Movies in Hollywood.

The second act on the list is greated by a thunderous ovation
when Lois Gardner, gives us her rendition of the African Hat

-that Gail Tripp is going to be Dean of the Assumption University branch in Kenya.

Dance. A hypnotic tr ance then ialls over the audience as our
pygmy? snake charmer Elaine Podolsky begins to play the
mysterious snake dance. But they soon snap out of their spell
when the marvelous Marilyn 1Iau 1Iau Sisters - Helen Wood
and Marilyn Holmes - dance the Jigaboo Jump. Suddenly the
festivities are temporarily silenced when we hear our little
Jungle Bunny Elaine Kmit cry, "Mau-Mau, it's the citizen's
man," and a rather confused Dick Sadleir ·'strolls" into the

-that P at Wellock will raise fleas for a flea circus and have
her own T.V. show.

- that Jack Masters will be an Ace Rocket Pilot in the Royal
Canadian Air Force.
-that Alan Schwartz will move to Reno, N cvada where he will
run a rou lette wheel for Harold's Club.
-that Blake Sherman, very interested in football, will be a
future watcrboy for the Detroit Lions.

-that because of his good looks, Ed Wenger, will star in
David's Horror Movies. He could put Tab or Boris out of
business you know.
-that Bob Wilkes will retire on the banks of Avon and read
Shakespeare the rest of his life.

camp-site.

- that Pat Wilson, because she is taking up the guitar and is
an E lvis fan, will have Mr. Presley collecting "Pat vVilson"
buttons and records in twenty years.

\Vell, now we've had our little visit and the time has come
to leave the realm of Africa. So, unti l the next time we meet,
·'Kabala, Samaga, Goo ma!" or Krunch ! Krunch !

Those are our predictions. Some are funny and some are of a
more se rious nature. \Ve are quite certain that all the members
of l 2B will find thir mark in life and wil l be very happy.

-ELAINE PODOLSKY and JOAN MILLAR.

r

-GAIL TRIPP and PAT WELLOCK.

...
-0-

THE SALVATION ARMY

GRACE HOSPITAL
MILI(MAID DAIRY B·A R
(1 Block East of St. Rose)

Windsor, Ontario
Offers You A Three Year Course In

NURSING EDUCATION
RIVERSIDE, ONT.

-0" To the Graduates
Best of Luck"
'"To the Undergraduates
Keep Working "

Qualifying You To Write
O ntario Registration Examinations

•
One Class Y early
Commencing Early In The Fall.
•
Modern Residence
And Hospital Conveniences
• Affiliations In
Psychiatric, Tuberculosis,
And Community Nursing
Are Available.

-0MR. & MRS. C. T . MOORES
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CLASS PICTURES AND COLUMNS

Front row, left to right: Barbara Yates, Diane Chand ler, Deanna Jackson, Martha Dunklee, Gaye Webb, Andrea
Campbell, Sheila Georges, Vera Ure, Jackie Davis.
Midd le row, left to right: David Baker, Davvld Cooper, Grant Smith, Tom Skinner, Bob Musse lman, Tom Smith ,
Paul Peacey, Helmut Ferber, Raymond Matthews , Roddy Smith, Mr. O' Gorman.

...

Last row, left to right: Don Kincaid, David Moore, Philip Church, Dav id Ascott, John Rockett, John Andriash .

GRADE NINE A
The actions of the boys and girls throughout the year have
made possible this Nine A class column.
\Ve have concluded that Kine A wouldn ' t be the same if:
John Andriash didn't tell everybody, "That's not right."
David Ascot and homework could agree.
David Baker knew who Sam Fahrenhuit was.
Andrea Campbell wasn't so interested in boys.
Diane Chandler didn't have a pony tail.
Phil Church could get along with Miss Trottier.
Dave Cooper wouldn't always insist that "You're right."
Jackie Davis didn't have to ha,·e the last word.
Martha Dunklee didn't think ~lr. Forden was a ··DOLL"'.
Helmut Ferber wasn't such a funny little flirt.
Sheila Georges wasn't always running into all the classes after
the attendance slip (in her gym suit).

Deanna Jackson didn't always get caught chewing gum 111
Mrs. Pavzka's class.
Don Kincaid could convince 11r. O'Gorman that he is not in
Girl Guides.
Ray Matthews didn't want to put sugar in the other guy's
machine.
David Moore wasn't always clay-dreaming in the Art Class.
Bob Musselman didn't like the office so well.
Paul Peacey wasn't the "Ship's 1fascot".
John Rockett didn't get Don Kincaid involved with the Girl
Guides.
Tom Skinner wasn't the practical joker.
Grant Smith wasn't so terribly timid.
Vera Ure didn't hurry to sec "1Iuggs''.
Gaye Webb spoke out loud.
Barbara Yates didn't know a guy named Dennis.
Mr. O'Gorman wasn't the best teacher in the school.

-8ARBAR.\ YATES and BOB 1IUSSEUIA~.

ST. ROSE HARDWARE

COMPL l1IENTS OF

2403 Wyandotte St.

Bill Ford Men's Wear

Riverside, Ont.

WH 5-2334

Ri\'erside's First Store for 1\Ien

BRANCH STORE
East Windsor Hardware
Wyandotte at Pillette

1314 Wyandotte Street

We Deliver

Phone WH 5-9680

J
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F ront row, left t o r ig ht: P a t Cunningham , Mary J a n e Vallance , Sus an Down e y , Carol Burbri dge , Carolyn Eve ,
P e ggy Upto n, Sa ndra Muelle r , Lynn e Roden , Linda Ca rberry, Beth Montgomery, Shirley Everett, Patty
D e Sa lliers .
Ba c k r ow, le ft t o right: Mr , McConnell, Joe Wiseman, Jim F lannagan, P e ter Budw ln , Oick Giffen, !ad Soulliere,
Ji m Starre tt, P e t e r V u icic , Ba r-rie H Iiiman , Bill W e lls, Ale x Davidson , D oug Topliffe, Bob Smith, Ga ry Snyder,
C raig A llen , De nnis W e lls, P e t <! r Loarin g .

GRADE NINE B
\\"ell here we are. Our first year in nine B and we think it
wouldn't be so enjoyable if:

Pat Cunningham wasn't our best French Student.
Craig Allen wasn't such a brain in class.
Peter Vuicic's eyes weren't always focused on a girl.
Carolyn Eve wasn't always bragging about her "BIG"' brother.
D ick Giffin wasn't so enthusiastic in l\fath class.

Jim Starrett decided to do his E nglish homework.
Bill Wells didn't talk so much in class.
Peggy Upton didn't always carry the attendance slip.
Doug Topliffe ever got his hair cut.
Dennis Wells ever figured out the answer to 2 to the sixtieth.

Carol Burbridge wasn't ha\·ing so much difficulty in algebra.

Mr. McConnell didn't mystify us with his complicated algebra
problems.

-SUSAK DOWNEY and CAROL BURBRIDGE.

·1:========--,1
1

Bob Smith ever got above 20 in French.
Ed Soulliere wasn't 9B's professional class gahber.
Mary Jane Vallance's lipstick was ever on straight.
Peter Budwin wasn' t the great lover of all times.

J. l\f. DUCI(
Marine & Sports

..

Boats
Weymouth - Mason - Delcraft
Greavette - Lone Star - Lakefield

Sandra Mueller didn't always wear that fancy ring on her
finger.

We Provide Waterfront Docking,
Fuel and Boat Se rvice Facilities

Shirley Everett wasn't always flirting with Mr. ).fcConnell.

Sporting Good, Hunting and Angling Licenses

L ynne Roden didn't always have her eyes on Prime l\finister
Dicfenbaker.
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Johnson Outboard Motors

Susan Downey wasn't always making eyes a t D.T. in 9B.

Barrie Hillman didn't use a whole tube of axle grease on his
hair each morning.

Com p i i ments of

Authorized Dealer For

Gary Snyder didn't act like Prime M inister Diefenbakcr.
Joe Wiseman didn't have such fiery red hair.

Linda Carberry wasn't always worrying about her tawny locks.

:,

Patty DeSallier didn't have such long brown hair.
Beth Montgomery wasn't such a nice little gid.
Jim Flanagan wasn't 9B's '"little Irish Lad".
Peter Loaring and Alex Davidson were not so chummy.

I
I

Ontario
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II

Front row, le ft to right: Sandra Fraser, April Courteny Brown, Diane Chantry, Monica Menn, Judy Steel, Cheryl
Tripp, Karen Ardiel, EIieen Wright ,Shirley S iusarchuk, Sharon Parmeter, Marcia Brown, Jan ic e Moore .
S e cond row, left to right: M iss Westgate, Jim Shannon, Stanley Wh ite, Brent Manor, C live Tomkins, Rickey
Faulkner, William Swallow, Jim Perkins, Don King, Peter Chauvin, Dwayne Duke, Ga ry N orbraten, Fred
Bukenberger, P e ter Nind, Rick Reuffe r, Collee n Howard , Sharon Robinson.

GRADE N INE C
As we enter nine C we wonder w hat it would be like if:

Gary Norbraton wasn 't so quiet.
Sharon Parmeter wasn' t so smart.
Jim Perkins wasn 't such an ath elete.

Karen Ardiel wasn't so nice.
Jean Bennett h adn' t just come.
Fred Buckenberger wouldn't blush.

Sharon Robinson wasn't tea~ed so much.
Rick Rueffer did n't try to be fu nny.

Peter Chauvin wasn 't so small.
Diane Chantry wasn't so shy.
April Courtney-Brown was see n without Sharon.
Dwayne Duke was n't such a good skater.
Sandra Fraser d idn't miss so many F rench Tests.
Ricky Faulkner didn't argue w it h Miss Trottier.
Colleen Howard wasn't so friendly.
Don King didn't sleep through Science.

Jim Shannon didn' t fool with t he girls so much.

Brent Manor could spell F rench.

Eileen Wright wasn't so funny.

Shirley Slusarchuk didn't laugh so m uch.
Judy Steel wasn't so friendly.
Bill Swallow hadn 't broken his wrist.
Clive Tomkins didn't wear glasses.
Cheryl Tripp understood math.
Stanley White didn't fool arou nd so much.

Monica Menn wasn't so quiet.

Marcia Brown didn 't rack her brains to think of this.

Janice Moore knew what classes we had.

Last of all if Miss Westgate wasn 't so patient.
-1f ARCIA BROWN.

P eter Nind didn't sing dnring Social.

CO:\I PLUIEN'l'S OF

Bakers Dairy Bar

Riverside Bowling Centre

Corner Villaire at Wyandotte

2611 W yandotte St. at Edward

For Ice Cream, Magazines

PH. WH 8-2372

Riverside, Ont.

Films, Sundries, Confections
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Front row, left to right: Diane Carriere, Darlene Peters, Lynda Rank in , Sharon Brian, Carol Payne, Beverley
Schneider, Judy Jansen, Gwe n Burkhart, Ritva Hautala, Linda Vollans, Mary Martin.
Centre row, left to right: Ron Waddington , Margaret Wiseman, Pam Fellows, Carol Hancox, Pat Cunningham,
Sharon Bazlik , Sandra Dav is, Wanda Batke, Mary Bogle, Alex Robinson, Sandra Le ver, Jim Duck, Christine
Chandler, David T arcia.
Last row, left to right: Paul K iefabe r, Bob Luck-Baker, Mike Ward, Oavld Logan, Ron Allan , Oen Dawson, Dav id
Mac Kay.

.,
GRADE NINE D
9D would not seem normal if:
Ron Allan wasn't shaving every day.
Wanda Batke wasn't grumbling about Riverside High.
Sharon Bazlic wasn't flirting with the older boys.
Mary Bogie wasn"t chewing gum in every class.
Sharon Brian wasn't praising Roddy in Math. class.
Gwen Burkhart wasn't trying to beat Ron \Vaddington.
Diane Carriere wasn't always laugh ing at nothing.
Christine Chandler wasn't laughing at everything Bev. does.
Ed Cunningham wasn't picking on poor Don.
Pat Cunningham wasn't suffocating in the lab.
Sandra Davis wasn"t trying to get Dave's attention.
Don Dawson was n't always running from a pursuer.
Jim Duck wasn't trying to find his way around in his cadet
uniform.
Pam Fellows wasn"t mixing up demonstrations in Home, etc.
Carol Hancox wasn't doing Literature in Social Studies class.
Ritva Hautala wasn't imitating Liberace in music.

Coyle's Jewe1lery & Gift Shop

l

Judy Jansen wasn"t trying to improve her conducting.
Paul Kiefaber didn' t look surprise<! when he gets 90 in his tests.
Sandra Lever wasn"t advertising her father's store.
David Logan wasn't shoved in a corner in the class rooms.
Bob Luck-Baker wasn't continually repeating '·tough tulips"'.
Dave MacKay wasn't trying to choose between :Mary B. and
}.[ary :Martin.
Mary Martin wasn't humming Bach or Tchiakowsky in music
class.
Carol Payne wasn't imitating a pixie.
Darlene Peters wasn·t going to J ohnny's hockey games.
Lynda Rankin wasn't trying to steal Be.'s jokes.
Alex Robinson wasn't singing '"You Send Me'·,
Beverley Schneider wasn't reading the thermometer for Mr.
O'Gorman.
David Tarcia wasn't always day-dreaming.
Linda Vollans wasn't messing up the lab experiment.
Ron Waddington didn't turn his head when the bunsen burner
was lit.
Mike Ward didn't notice the change in hair styles.
Marg Wiseman wasn't changing her hair style.
And our class wouldn"t be the same if it wasn't the noisiest.
-PAM FELLOWS and MIKE WARD.

We Wish All The Students

I

Gifts For All Occasions

The Best Success In Their New Year

SCHOOL Rl~GS and CRESTS

II
II

Guaranteed Watch and Clock Repairs
Phone WH 5-1969
Riverside, Ontario
1409 Wyandotte

II

Riverside Sunoco Service
2525 Wyandotte Street

Ii
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Fro nt row. left to righ t: Nancy Gordon , Jean Bru ce, Lynn F lewelling, Jeannette Keel, Marianne Langlois, Mrs.
Raymond, Janet Hamel, Freida Ferber, Diane Mansell, Beverley Wirch , Sandra Millar .
Middle row, left to right: Pat Berthiaume, Larry Relf, Anne Tc>ffleml re, Betty Thomas, Sandra Hepbu r n , Blaire
Durbin , Barbara Sm ith , Betty Landauer, Mary MacPherson, Jane Tebbs, Gale Purdy.
Back row, left to right: B Iiiy Voy, Dan ie l Calcott, Peter Bode, Otto Armin , Ron Dunca n, D ennis Duff, J ack Russel,
BIii Stewart, Ross Miles , H arry Woodend, Bob Relf.

GRADE TEN A

I

\\'on·t you come in and join us for a typical day 111 lOA?
On entering the classroom you will fin<'.. Harry Woodend, Bob
and Larry Relf in the far corner discussing th<: latest happenings
around the school. Then just as the bell rings in dashes Barbara
Boycott frantically clutching her books anrl trying to take off
her coat at the same time.
Our iirst period is Latin, and we iind Mrs. Raymond patiently waiting while Betty Thomas attempts to trans!ate her Latin
into E nglish, even though Blaire Durbin, Jeanette Keel or
Nancy Gordon could have done it in half the time
Next we cross the hall to Mr. Forden's Geometry class where
P at Berthiaume and Dennis Duff try to enlighten the other
pupils with their geometric proofs and deductions.
Now we trudge glumily on to the Lab. to see Ann Tofflemire and Jane Dent quietly trying to learn the digestive tract.
Then a: the back there's Dave Calcott who is continuatly trying
to asphyxiate the studious ones such as Ross Miles and Ron
Duncan? ? ? }.,feanwhile at tne second table, Gale Purdy goes
into fits of laughter when Mr. Melega asks Bill, Harry and Ross
to prepare the apparatus for a certain experiment in the room.
\\' ith the conclusion of the Science period we dart up the
~tairs to French where we are pleasantly greated with Mr.
Sabo's "Close your book!'' Bill Stewart and Jack Russel reluctantly do so. Later on, Gale Purdy and Sandra Miller turn
bright pink after being asked if they can "can can'' while Barb
Smith thinks over the answer.
X ow with French behind us we struggle down the steps to
Literature and during the course of the period we see Jan
Hamel and Mary MacPherson showing Miss Westgate their
homework while Otto Armin tries to explain how he forgot
his at home. Hurriedly we dash out of the library for lunch, but
not until we have pushed in our chairs. As we pass the girls
lunch room Blaire and Barb Smith can be heard singing their
favourite song, "Got Along \Vithout You."
\Vith everyone in the classroom once again we hear Sandy
H epburn patiently trying to quiet the class for the assembly
meeting as Marianne Langlois and Jane Tebbs look silently on.
Our next class is :\Iusic where Mr. Armin guides Betty Landauer at the piano and Peter Bode and Frieda Ferber with the

directing of the scenes in the Operetta. Then there is Jean
Bruce who desperately tries to make up the costume list.
Finally we find ourselves in Social Studies where Bev Wirch
and Bill Voy discuss the Renaissance? ? ? Then we hear Mrs.
Fotheringham ask Lynne Flewelling, " \Vhat are you discussing,
Social Studies?" Lynne- "Yes." Oh come now, Lynne, really '
\Vith this typical school day now past we fondly remember
the sight of Diane Mansell and Winnifred Crosby strolling
down the street discussing t he day's h::.ppenings.
\\'ell, we hope you enjoyed the day and that you will come
and sec us again next year.
- ANK TOFFLE1IIRB and BETTY THOMAS.

r
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Harold's Confectionery
Wyandotte at Isabelle

WH 5-4276

Riverside

AITKEN DRUG STORE
PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
Phone WH 5- 1962
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First row, standing, left to right: Karen Kersey, Helen Points, Audrey Reid, Marion MacKinnon , Carol Sherman,
Mr. Forde n , Liz Lazuiruk, Karen Wallace, Lynda Benjam in, Joan Bays.
Second row , standing, left to r ight: Paul Hewitt, Ruth Morrison , Ingrid Stahl, B eth Lyon , Mon ica E r w ei d, Eliz:abeth

Day, Elob Lynch, Ken Thorn.
Top row, left to right: Jim Storey, Larry Vindischman , B ill
L arry Allen.

GRADE TEN B
As soon as the door of Room 15 has been opened, an impatient crowd of JOB students fills it with a deafening roar.
Bill Wakely takes one quick look at the clock and runs off for
an 8:30 detention in the French Room. He gets there at exactly
8:29:50; this he 1·ecords on the black-board.
Back in Room 15 Bob Mitchell, our best behaved boy, is
frantically trying to get his homework done before the bell
rings. Audrey Reid and Karen Kersey are standing in the cloak
room, exchanging secrets and not m issing the smallest incident
which has happened over the weekend. Marion McKinnon and
H elen Points are discussing certain names such as Mickey and
Jerry and reliving last Saturday's night's date. Joan Bays is
listening 'to them occasionally adding her opinion to what they
ha\·e to say. Karen Wallace and Elizabeth Lazuiruk go from
desk to desk writing verses and jokes in the backs of everybody·s books. Ruth Morrison who has a big "don't bother me,
I'm thinking" look on her face is trying to figure out what
reasons she can give for not refusing any of her nu merous
dates for the weekend. Larry ·'Lover-boy" Vindischman has
been talking to Monica Erwied ever since he came into the room
until Mr. Forden interrupts to remind them that the bell has
rung.
The class gradually settles down for the first class of th e day,
mathematics as usual. Larry Allan breathlessly rushes into the

C01IPLii\I£NTS OF

Riverside Hardware
and Electric
House Wiring 1118 Wyandotte

Household Appliances
Riversidej

W a keley ,

Tom

Ryan,

Bob M i tchell,

Mel Carpenter,

room, intcrru1Hing Elizabeth Day who is showing the class how
to prove a deduction. Immediately he is sent down to get
anothe r late slip. In the next class, Latin, we hear Carol Sherman and Bob Lynch at the back of the room arguing about
who is better at shooting baskets; then we hear the bell announcing the end of another period.
In French Mr. Sabo g reets us with this phrase, "Close your
books everybody, that means you too, Beth," Beth Lyon looks
surprised and says, ''But sir, this is your book." He then asks
Tom Ryan and Jim "Jammy" Storey, if their homework is comp leted. This question is answered by a loud but unconvincing
''Yes". Class is resumed with this statement from Mr. Sabo,
"Ingrid, you're talking again." Ingrid Stahl immediately stops
talking only to start again when the teacher's back is turned.
In Social class everyone keeps up a lively conversation, especia.lly Paul Hewitt who is surrounded by girls. If it is a
Friday the day to bring current events, John Cleaver and Ken
Thorn divide their newspaper clippings evenly. Mrs. Fotheringham also thinks that something should be split evenly, the ir
marks. Linda Benjamin pulls out her last stick of gum and she
is told, ''five merit marks off". T hen as the bell rings everyon e
packs up his books to go to his favourite period, noon hour;
and thus ends a morning w ith l OB.

-ELIZABETH DAY,
!:\!GRID STAHL, AUDREY REID.
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Seated, left to right: Sharon Freeman, Annela Slpila, Linda Waugh, Joy Dickson, Arlene H ayward, Janet
Johnson, Carolyn Hicks, Marilyn Swanson, Mary Lou Sherman, Ruth Harrison.
Second row, left to right: Mr. Melega, Willa Force, Sue B:owne, Dorothy Humph reys, Diane O'Neill.
Th ird row , left to right: Wayne Norbraten, Gary Robinson, Richard Gosling, Jack Coyle, Fred Cooper, Allen
Patterson, Dick O'Callaghen, John Cleaver.

And not far behind her is Ruth who is really tops.

GRADE TEN C

Dick and Gary our class they r epresent,
This is lOC in all their glory,

In ath letics and Student Council,

P lease come in and meet us-

In that order they are sent.

John Cleaver, at the back of the room can be seen,

\\.e·ll begin with Arlene,

Reading a joke book with his face all-a-beam.

\\'ho's timid and shy,

Sharon, Carolyn and Janet are sure to be seen,

And Anneli who catches every boy's eye.

Doing last minute homework under Mr. Melega's gleam.

. \s we travel through the classroom,

Marilyn and Linda are the quiet two,

\\'e see Joy and Rick,

\Vhich in our room are very few.

And out in the hall Mary-Lou and Kit.
r

Wayne and Dorothy arc sure to be found,

Over to the pencil sharpener, where Willa and Diane,

At the back of the room fooling around.

Chat over the week-end which they had to cram.

To sum it all up we've got quite a class,

At the front of the class we see Alan, Jack and Fred,
r

But without Mr. Melega it just wouldn't last.

Talking about cars and accidents they dread.

J

-DOROTHY, JOY, MARILYN.

\Valking in the doorway i Sue wearing Bennuda sox,

II

OSCAR NOEL

LEVER DRUG STORE

REALTOR AND INSURANCE
Phone WH 5-4432 or WH 5-4741

Wyandotte at Reedmere

Res. WH 5-4438
2517 Wyandotte St.

Riverside, Ont.
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Front row, left to right: Donna Barton, Sandra Flrby, Judy Rocheleau, Doreen Anderson, Pamela Briggs, Virginia
K i dd, Mary Ellen Loaring, Esther Jones, Heather Stuart, Susan Lapsley, Lois Carswell.
M i ddle row, l eft to r ight: Glenn Campbell, Beverley Alewlck, Keith Hamilton , Suzanne Bean, Jim McLachlan,
Elizabeth K a rppinen , Sharon Downey, Mr. Armin, Irma B ernard, Bill Ruch , Carroll Graham , Peggy Varah,
Ralph G a ult, 1.-e ne Van Meurs, Fraser F e llows, Roy Harrison.
Last row, left to r i ght: Len Snider, Gordon Ecclestone, Larry Berthiaume, Dennis Burling, Herbert Summers,
Douglas Butcher, Jerry Shaw , David Grant, Keith Ward, J i m Wood. Emil Talako, Gerry Holmes, Douglas
Steel .

GRADE ELEVEN A
T he only thing 11 A learned this year were their A, B, C's
which are:
ANOMALOUS-Susan Lapsely, Virginia Kidd.
BRAI NS-Herbert Summers, Dennis Burling.
CO~FUSED- Sandra Firby, Glenn Campbell.
DEPARTURES- Ann Galloway, Irene Van Meurs.

'XUBER ANT-Donna Barton.
YA \VNING-Ralph Gault.
ZEALOUS-Susan Bean.
(Devised by SUSAN, ESTER, LOIS, CARROLL,
- (Devised by SUSAN, ESTHER, LOIS, CARROLL,
PEGGY, H EATHER) .

ELVIS- Jim McLachlan, Greg Ballantyne.
FLIRTS-Esther Jones, Kit Hamilton.
GUM-CHEWER-Carroll Graham.
HORSEY-Heather Stuart.
INTERROGATIVE-Doug Steel, Mary Ellen Loaring.
JO KER-Len Snyder, Gordon Ecclestone.
KISSABLE- Keith Ward.
LOVERS-Lois Carswell, Emil Talacko.
11IUSCLES-Roy Harrison, Jim Wood.

l

•

Marnoch
OFFICE SUPPLPY CO.

NEAT- Judy Rocheleau.
OBSTINATE- Elizabeth Karppinen, Irma Bernard.
P ETI T-Paggy Varah, David Grant.
QUIET-Pam Briggs, Doreen Anderson.
RED -HAIRED- Bill Ruch, Jerry Shaw.
STUDIOUS- Sharon Downy, Beverley Alewick.
TEACHER-Mr. Armin.
UNASSUM I NG-Fraser Fellows.
VERACIOUS-Gerry Holmes.
WILY-Doug Butcher, Larry Berthiaume.
Page Twenty-six

Office Furniture 1950 Wyandotte East
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Front row, left to right: Sandy Klapowich, G lory Milner, Lynn Marnoch , Jane Wylie, Pat Thomso n, Suzanne Cook,
N ina White, Pat Wakeley, Marlene McKinnon, Helen Hetherington, Heather Marnoch, Mr. Vaughn - Evans.
M id die row. left to right: Gordon Clark, Bob Broadwell, Howard Dennison, Murray Clark, Wendy Webster, Cam ille
Watson , Carol Whittaker, Kathryn Eddie, Karen MIiler, Shelley J e well, Paul Carr, David Wllhamson.
Last row, left to r ight: Jack Livingston e, Jim Roberts, Roger Poultn:Y, David Parmeter, Jack Barl~w_. Eugene
Swynarchuk, Bob Markovich, Bob lssell, Gary Richardson , Dennis Mccrea, John Waugh , Bob WIi iiams, B Iii
Ursu.

GRADE ELEVEN B

J

Dear Rebelogue:
On looking back on the term 57-58, and Grade 11-B, we
remember our fellow students w ith fond memories. Here are
some "tid-bits" of information we have gathered about them.
David Williamson, always seemed to have an answer in Physics. Marlene McKinnon did a splendid job as Photography
Editor for the Rebelogue. Sandra Klapowich directed our class
assembly. Glory Milner immensely enjoyed drinking m ilkshakes at t he "Grill". Munay Clark caught up on lost sleep
in History classes. Bob Markovich added to our class assembly
with his striking r esemblance to a Hula dancer. Eugene Swynarchuk, although a little backward in History, is a big forward
in Basketball. Heather Marnoch's outstanding characteristic is
her big blue eyes. Camille Watson was our representative to
the Ath letic Society. Bill Ursu was one of our Student Council
repr esentatives. Jane Wylie is one of the smaller g irls of the
class. Kathryn Eddie was our contribution to the Volleyball
team. Nina White was often seen " strolling'' around the halls.
Lynn Marnoch adds a little culture to every class with her
capabilities in the Art World. Jim Duncan was a qu ieter member of the class. John Waugh, the blackboard brusher in Mr.
Sabo's room. Sharon Smith was always rushing into the room
at exactly 8:45 a.m. Paul Carr played the chief in the play.

A. G. McINTOSH

1
II

TEXACO SERVI CE GARAGE
Wyandotte and Thompson Bldg.

II WH 5-1312

Riverside,

On~

Wendy Webster did an excellent job of instructing the boys in
how to do the "Hula-Hula". Pat Thompson tried so hard to
sell Rebclogue ads. Roger Poultney finally got out of solitary
confinem ent in the corner. Denis McCrea was a Hula dancer in
our play. Jack Barlow was the comedian of the group. Helen
Hetherington was one of the stars of the Jr. track team. Kar~n
Miller always kept on her toes w it h her lively conversation m
Geography. Carol Whittaker had interests at Assumption College. Jack Livingstone, although he lost part of his costume 111
the play did a terrific j ob. Gary Richardson, one of the class
jokers. Gordon Clark renders his skill to the Badminton \\' oriel.
Ron Walker was the barbarian invader from \ Valkcrville (just
kidding of course). Bob Issell kept the Jr. boys Basketball Team
on its toes. David Parmeter had a hard time keeping his homework up-to-date. Shelley Jewel was Karen's accomplice in
Geography. Jim Roberts, notorio.is "Don Juan" in Mr. _Sabo's
room. Bob Broadwell the u1> and coming salesman with the
"Cooke Cap" sold arms and legs in our assembly. Bob Williams, known as " S un shine" ranked high in the class and added
to the class play too. Howard Dennison couldn't get along very
well with Mr. Sabo. Pat Wakely was active in the Rebelogue,
Black and Cold and the Library Club. Finally, Mr. VaughnEvans, who gave us so much t ime and assistance throughout
the school year.
- CAROL \\' . CA).!ILLE

Best Wishes To
Our Many Friends At
Riverside High School
WE HOPE FOR ALL OF YOU

11

A SUCCESSFUL YEAR ...
BOTH SCHOLASTICALLY AND SPIRITUALLY
" Teen Class"
Riverside United Church
11
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TOASTMASTER

II

Compliments of

BREAD

STERLING DRUG MFG LTD.

*
The Best Ever Tasted or Toasted

*
CANADA BREAD CO. LTD.
1031 WALKER RD.

WINDSOR, ONTARIO

WINDSOR, ONT.

l

Captain: "All hands on deck, the ship is leaking."
Foggy Bill: .. \ Vell, just put a pan under it and come to

I

bed."

\Vifc: ''W'hy <lo you always go out on the porch when I
begin to sing?"
H usband: ,. I want to prove to the people passing by
that I'm not beating you."

'

Compliments of

J

LOARING CONSTRUCTION
COMPANY LTD.
General Contractors
CO:MPLIMENTS OF

lndustrfol cind Commercial

1308 Wyandotte St.
Riverside, Ont.
Phone: WH 5-1133

1082 Wyandotte St. E.
Windsor, Ont.
Phone: CL 4-2866

BATES HARDWARE
LIMITED
GENERAL HARDWARE -

~

*

'

Authorized Builders and Suppliers of

KITCHEN UTENSILS

Paddock and Cinderella Swimming Pools
COMPLIMENTS OF

and Equipment

W. E. HUMPHREY'S

*

Signs and Advertising
3420 Clairview Ave.,
Riverside, Ontario
1·
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2130 South Pacific

CL 4-9234
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ORGANIZATIONS
STUDENT COUNCIL

I

1

I

Front row, left to right: Janet Varah, Judy Booth, Jo-Ann Bunt, Joan Ardiel, Allen Wirch (Treasurer), Richard
Shuel (President), Joan Millar (Vice-president), Helen Wood (Secretary), Karen Ardiel, Beth Montgomery,
Jackie Davis.
Middle row, left to right: Robert Luck- Baker, John Perkins, Nila Jean Black, Heather Stuart, Ingrid Stahl,
Barbara Smith, Mary MacPlherson, David Baker, Don Kincaid, Mr. O'Gorman.
Back row, left to right: Gary Robinson , Herbert Summers, Otto Armin, David Koski, Dennis Duff, Bob WIikes,
Bill Ursu, Jack Barlow.

'
J

STUDENT COUNCIL
In September 1957, Dick Shue! and Joan Millar were
elected II ead Boy and Head Girl of the Student Body.
:\ llan 'vVirch was elected Treasurer and Jlelen \ Vood,
Secretary.

l

'

The first school project was a successful magazine
subscription drive which lasted for t\\"O "·eeks. \Vith
the profit, the Student Council purchased an electric
scoreboard for our gymnasium.
)Jila Jean Black, Janet \ -arah and Joanne Bunt were
convenors of the i\Iaytime Rapsody ,•,,hich "·as held on
:\fay 9. l\Iusic was by Matti Holli and as always the
queen of the ball was chosen.

I~

ARL'S
l')!.;

D R E SS ST U D I 0

-HOUSE OF TARTANS-

''vVhere Clothes 1Iust Fit"
COATS, SUITS, DRESSES
SIZE 5's & UP
520 Pelissier St.

Phone CL 4-8888

1

The Graduation Commencement followed the same
pattern as years before. . \ dinner was gi,·en to the
Grads and parents. There was a graduation dance following the commencement exercises.
A school trip was planned by the Student Council
with the help of the C.)J.l~. The :.[ay 24 weekend ·was
used for this trip.
Six beautiful framed picture prints " ·ere donated to
the school " ·hich now hang in yarious classrooms and
the school halls.
The members of the Student Council of 1958 giYe
many thanks to the Student Council advisors - 1Ir.
O'Gorman and :\Ir. \\' al ton for a successful year.
-llELl~)J WOOD.

Jcompliments of ...

Bernhardt's Furniture Ltd.

1

"\Yhere tradition and moderne meet"

L

1645 Wyandotte St. E.
Phone CL 4-7568
I\
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KEY

CLUB

Front row, le ft to r ight: Bob Greenwood, Jack Livingston , B ill Thomas ( Sec.) , John Perkins (Vlce-pres.), Nick
Pearson (Pres.) , Allen Wirch (Treas.) , Eddie Wenger ( Lieut. Gov.), Paul Carr, Roy Harrison, Bob lssell (Sgt.
at Arms).
Middle row, left to right: Ralph Gault, Dick Sadlelr, Herbert Summers, Blake Sherman, Harry Woodend, Otto
Armin, Ross MIies.
6a~k row, left to right: Douglas Pearson, Murray Hutchings, Fraser Fellows, Richard Shuel, Jack Masters, Glenn
Campbe ll.

KEY CLUB

successful in that our di,·ision gained another clnb, and
the Riverside Club helped the school and community.

'The 1957-58 officers are: pres ident, N ick Pearson;
vice-president. John Perkins; secretar y, Bill Thomas;
treasurer, Alan vVirch; L ieutenant GO\·ernor, Ed Wenger; ad visors, :i'.Ir. Lucas and ~[r. Shiner.
Activities got under way at the start of the year with
a 10th AnniYersary Past I1Iembers' Banquet. O,·er
twenty present and past members turned out for a very
en joyable e,·ening.
Other projects of the club included aiding the Ri,·ers ide Kiwanis in their annual peanut sale, the Riverside
Recreation Centre in their drive for funds, and the
Goodfellows in their sale of papers, and also the Christmas tree in the lower hall ,ms donated by the Key
Club. In co-operation with the \Vindsor and Essex
K iwanis Clubs, the Key Club estab lished a sister club
in the Essex High School.

The Club hosted boys from as far away as London
and Samia for a Divisional Rally. This lasted for two
days at the first of :;\larch. This was to promote unity
in our Division No. 5.
In April, a Dis trict Convention in Toronto was attended by several members of the Club. The year was
Page Thirty

--RICHARD SA DLElR.
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AND GOLD STAFF

BLACK

Front row, left to right: Peggy Varah; Karen Booth, Joan MIiiar, Elaine Podolsky, Bob Greenwood, Lynn Brown,
Susan Lapsley, Lois Carswell, Dorothy Humphreys, Pat Wakeley, Est her Jones, H eather Stuart.
Second row, left to right: Mr. Vaughn-Evans, NIia Jean Black, Carroll Graham, Marilyn Holmes, Helen Wood,
Marilyn Swanson, Judy Booth, Camille Watson, Janet Varah, Kathie MacM illan, Cathie Housley, Jean Bruce,
Blaire Durbin, Karen Ardlel, Betty Thoma,, Marcia Brown, Ann Tofflemire, Mary Jane Vallance, Betty Landaur, Pat Cunningham, Mary MacPheraon, Joy Dickson, Jan Hamel, Janet Johnson, Elizabeth Day, Andrea
Campbell.
Back row, left to right: Jo-Ann Bunt, Carol Whittaker, Marlene MacKinnon, Keith Ward, John Pickering, Dick
Sadlelr, Blake Sherman, Bob lssell, Ed Wenger, Margaret Wiseman, Darlene Peters, Ingrid Stahl.

THE BLACK AND GOLD
The Black and Gold started its acti\'ities in October
·57 with the appointment of the editor. Bob Greenwood
took the post and had Ja:,,t years' experience as assistant
editor to guide him. Bob':-; two assi:-;tant editors this
year \\"ere Blake Sherman and Ed \ \' enger.
,\ meeting was held to s upply th e paper with columnists; this \\"as done hy nomination or appointment.
The editors are sorry to say that the paper \\"as not
, er) succes:-ful this year as only three editions \\"ere

publi,-,hed heiore Chri:-tma:,,. There has been trouble
\\"ith the printing process and the Ri\'er:-icle Key Club
\\"ho spon,-,ors the paper is tr) ing to remedy the problem.
:.lr. \-aughan E\'ans. who took o,·er the role of Staff
.\ch·isor this year, wa:,, \'Cry helpful.
On behalf of the editors. I ,,·otild like to thank e, cn·one concerned and especially our cartoonists. Ly,;11
:.larnoch and J erry i)o\\"ling. for the,, ork they did 011
the Black and Cold.
- ED \\'E~GER.

,-'-=======:-=======--=--=--=--==========--=======~=============================================:
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KANE

MEN'S WEAR

\\' I 11.;J{.E TO;\IOR.RO\\''S STYLES

Founded in 1876

CL 2-1733

GRADES IX TO XIII
and
EXCELLENT COURSES IN
SECRETARIAL SCI E NCE, HOME ECONOMICS
MUSIC, DRAMATICS, FINE & APLLIED ARTS

CO:.IPLDIEKT S OF

Woollatt Fuel & Supp1y
(Windsor) Ltd.

l_ 2171 Ottawa St., Windso,

St. Thomas, Ontario

RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS

.\RE TODAY'S HU YS

316 Pelissier St.

AL!'lA COLLEGE

CL 4-2558

For I nformation and Prospectus

please write
MRS. ST EELE SIFTON, B.A., B.ED.,
Principal
-Opens September 10, 1958-

----·
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JUNIOR RED CROSS

Front row, left to right: Judy Booth, Peggy Varah, Karen Booth, Mrs. Pavezka, Pat WIison , Sue Pattison, Janet
Vara h.
Standing, left to right: Carroll Graham , Cathy Bourne, Marion MacK innon, Bla ire Durb in, Beth Lyon , Lynne
Flewelling, Diane Chand ler, Martha Dunklee.

JUNIOR RED CR.OSS
This year was quite successful for the Junior Red
Cross Club. Despite the fact that the membership was
small in comparison with other years, considerable
accomplishments were made.
In October the executive \Yas elected, consisting of
P resident, Pat '.\' ilson; \ ' ice-President, Karen Booth;
Treas urer , Peggy \ ' arah; and Secretary, Sue Pattison.

r

O ne of our year-round projects is selling refreshments at the dances and the selling of school crests.
The head of ticket sales is Shelia ',i\Tright.
The members wish to thank ;,lr. \Valton and i\Irs.
Pavezka for their help and co-operation. '.Ve hope that
next year's club wi II be bigger and better than ever.

-SUE PATTISO r.

------,
COi\IPLl:VIEKTS OF

Christopher's Coffee Shop

CONFEDERATION COAL & COKE
LIMITED

1310 WYANDOTTE ST. E.,

II
I

Riverside, Ontario

CL 3-5214

Tel. WH 8-2028

W.R. Cole

Windsor, Ont.

3510 Russell St.

COl\IPLli\l L<:NTS OF

RIVERSIDE FLOWERS

JOlIN F. BURNS

WYANDOTTE & GLIDDEN
WH 5-0331

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S WEAR
Telephone WH 5-3472

4767 Wyandotte St. E.

Windso,, Onta<io
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Irving C. Hansen, Prop.

-WE MAKE IT NICE AT ANY

:::=_J

INTER-SCHOOL CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP

Front row, left to right: Lynne Flewelling, Susan Lapsley, Herbert Summers, K eith Lapsley, Paul Carr, Pamela
Briggs, Betty Landower, Gordon Clark.
Middle row, left to right: Carol Payne, Gwen Burkart, Ritva Hautala, Judy Jansen, Mary Martin, Sandra Mueller,
Mon ica Menn, Janice Moore, Jane Tebb1.
Back row, left to right: Jim Flanagan, Keith Ward, Otto Armin, Jim Shannon, Dennis Well1, Gary Schnelder,
David Tarcla.

INTER-SCHOOL
CHRISTAN FELLOWSHIP
The Riven,ide Jn ter-School Christian Fello\\'ship
Croup is one 0£ 2,000 such groups \\'hich meet across
Canada. Their purpose is 'To J.:now Christ, and to make
1lim known.' Bible studies and informati\'e discussion
groups are held once a week. Some of the interesting
gue~ts at Riverside this past year were: ~Ir. C. Cregson, a former .\rmy Chaplain, 1Irs. K. Greg. a former
Ri\'crside student. no"' a 111 issionary to French \\' est

:==='.-===::.....======-===
II

•
COMPLIMENT

Colonial Tool Co. Ltd.

'

,\frica, and i\Cr. /\rmin. the speaker at the Christmas
meeting.
Other project:,, ban~ included the presentation al an
assemhh of the ~rood,· Science F ilm. '\.oice of the
Deep', and carol singi1;g at the RiYerview Hospital.
JJallowc'cn. Christn1as. and basketball parties \\'Cre
some of the social functions held this \'Car. ,\nother
project ,, as the sending of medical supplie!-> to missionaries. Student interest and participation ha,·e been
high.
- Kl•:lTII J,:\PSLEY.

~

I

You : -Neighbourhood
MERCURY - METEOR - LINCOLN
Dealer

RIVERSIDE GARAGE
DUFF MOTORS RIVERSIDE LTD.
Phone WH 5-1115
1211 Wyandotte St.
Riverside, Ont.

=====- -=-===·=-=--=--~=======
1012 Wyandotte St.

-01691 WALKER RD.
WINDSOR

Dry Cleaning -

Phone WH 5-3110

Pick-up and Delivery Service

Riverside's
Men's & Ladies' Wear
CUSTOM TAILORS & CLEANERS

I~======= =-=========:===== ---'I
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GLEE CLUB

The Glee Club, under the expert direction of :I.fr. Armin enjoyed a very excellent yea~. ··sleigh R ide( arr~nged by the
eminent Fred \\faring Choir, and Soffegg10, a hght and gay
melody are just two of the many selections which the Glee
Club presented at various social functions.
The choir entertained the graduates and their families at the
annual commencement exercises. Its programme included the
two famous selections, "Somewhere Over the Rainbow," and
"Via Condios" as well as many others which were enjoyed by
all.
One of the high lights of the Glee Club·s year was the radio
broadcast at C.B.E. They recorded a series of Christmas Carols
including, "\Ve Three K ings," "Silent Night" and "O Come
All Ye Faithful." These carols were presented on one of the
delightful C. B.E. Christmas programs.
:I.Ir. Armin organized a triple trio this year made up of Helen
\Vood, Blair Durbin, and Carroll Graham, first soprano, 1Iarilyn Holmes, Betty Thomas, and Jane \:Vylie, second soprano
and Kathy l\facl\fillan, Susan Lapsey and Donn a Barton, altos.

tion.

On April 22, of this year the choir pr esented a "Spring Concert" which mark ed tine end of th is type of social funct ion for
the school ter m. Our very talented school orchestra as well as
t heir distinguished guests performed beautifully. Their specific
section of the program included the "Toy Symphony" by Haydn,
the lovely ··Swedish Rhapsody" and a selection from the ' ' Capr io! Suite" w hich was the accompaniment for a ballet by Susan
Cook and :l.fary Ellen Loaring arranged by the Bickle Dance
S tudio. The choral section of th is program included selections
from the operetta, ''Her Royal Highness Miss Jones" such as
" )loon Over Anywhere'' and ·'On T he Desert Trail" as well as
other effective choral arrangements such as "Oklahoma" and
''The Happy \Vanderer."
- )IARILYN HOLl\lES.

,- ,- ,======== ====:===== = = = = ·

Ii
W hen YOU Are Thinking A bout

II

This group was entered into the \Vindsor Uusic Festival where
they received third prize with eighty-four marks.
The entire R iverside Glee Club joined in the :l.!usic Festival
and captured third prize for the four part m ixcd YO ice competi-

II

RENNIE'S MUSIC

A DI AM O N D

Conn Electronic Organs

REMEMBER

Hi-Fi Portable Record Players

Peoples' Credit Jewellers
Diamonds Are ALL A-1 Quality

II
I

THE F I NEST COLLECTI 01 OF
;1IUSlCr\L INSTRUMENTS
DJ O~TARIO
By Elect rohome, Admiral, R.C.A.

*

-<• -

128 U N I V E R SITY W EST
307 OUELL ETTE AVE.

!.::::==========~
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CL 6-1018

CL 6-1803

LIBRARY CLUB

Seated left to right: l..inda Vollans, Kathryn Eddie, Marion MacKlnnon, Pat Wakeley, Marlene McKlnnon , Miss
Westgate, Susan 1..apsley, Audry Reid, Arlene Hayward, Jean Bruce, Elizabeth Day.
·
Second row, left to riqht: Sandra Klapowich, Glory MIiner, Donna Cope, Ruth Morrison, Barbara Smith, Ingrid
Stahl, Ann Tofflemire, Cathy Bourne, Helen Points, Pam ela Fe llows.

-1

11-

THE LIBRARY CLUB
The Library Club has held meetings every month
s ince October. 1957. These meetings "·ere very profitable with an average attendance of forty, including the
Junior Library Club. \\'hich \\'as made up of Grade )Jine
students. \\'e o rdered new books for the library. co,·ering a \\'ide variety of subjects. l\Irs. Dingman spoke
to us on libran· " ·ork and sho\\'ed us a film to illustrate
her talk. A g~oup of thirty paid a visit to Carnegie
Librarv where \\"e were shown a film and taken on a
conducted tour of the 1ibrary. . \ s we Yisited the various
departments, the head of each was there to gi,·e us interesting details of the department's operation. Another one of our projects is a scrapbook containing
excepts from the ne\\"spaper. of Riverside students and
activities.
The executiYe for this year \\'as: president. 1Iarlene
1IcKinnon; vice-president. Audrey Reid; and secretary. Susan Lapsley.

Compliments of

Children's Centre
• Infant's and Children's Wear
• Baby Furniture and Carriages

4755 Wyandotte E. at Pillette
WH 5-1413

-SUSAN LAPSLEY.
====================

I When You Go Shopping ...

I

SHOP AT
your dependable deparment store

BARTl. E T 'S
\I

~

Ba;:,et, Macdonald & Gow Limited
uellette Ave. at the River

l

ST. ROSE MARl(ET
GROCERIES

MEATS

2401 Wyandotte East
ll==========
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A Young Man on His Way ...
Yes, he is on his way because as an officer cadet with initiative,
enthusiasm, integrity and intelligence, he is receiving the best in training
for leadership and responsibility as an officer in one of
Canada's armed services.
Every young Canadian should know about t he o;,portunity open to

t

High School graduates or University undergraduates through the
Regular Officer Training Plan, (ROTP). It combines military
training with excellent advanced education through the
Canadian Services Colleges ... Royal Military College
(Kingston, Ont.), Royal Roads (Victoria, B.C.), College
Militaire Royal de St. Jean (St. Jean, P.Q.) ... or a
designated Canadian university.
A college education, character-building military training,
leading to the Queen's commission as a nav:il, army or
air force officer, is available to the right young man
under the sponsorship of the Department of
National Defence.

If you are interested in seeking a respected
career, in serving Canad a and, in meeting
the challenges of an officer's active life
with increasing responsibility,
you can start on your way now!

Full information can be obtained from
your nearest avy, Army or Air Force
recruiting station or by mailing in

chis: roupon, now.'

------------------------------ROTP Selection Board
NDHQ,OTrAWA, Canad:>

·~ .... ~...~-~.....

--

· ·~-

Please send me full information on the Hcgular Officer Training Plan
Name . . .. . ... ..... ................................ ... ..... .. .... ... ..... .

Address ... .

··· ······ ··· ···· · ··· ··········· ·· ······ ·············

City{fown .. ... . . ... .................. .. ...... . ... Prov........... ... .. ... .
Age ... .. . .......... Education ... .... .. ...... . .. .. ... .
Army D
Navy D
Service Choice

•
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·CADET CORPS.

t

Officers, left to right: S./Lt. Vaughan- Evans, S./ Lt. O' Gorman, Lt. Krewench , S. / Lt. Sabo, and S./Lt. Melega.
First row, left to right: C.P.0. Bill Thomas, R.P.O. Roy Harrison, A /P.O. Al Wirch, Larry Relf, Howard Dennison,
Jim Starret, Paul Peacy, Gerry Holmes, Jim Wood, A. / P.O. John Pickering, A. /P.O. Arnold Kay, A./ P.O. Jim
Roberts .
.Second row, left to right: David Koski , Ed Soulliere, Gord Ecclestone, Dick Sadleir, Ralph Gault.
Third row, left to right: Bob Re lf, Bryan Coupland, Bob lssell, Bill Ruch, Jim Duncan, Fraser Fellows.
Absent: S./ Lt. McConnell, S./Lt. Forden, and Murray Hutchings.

R.C.S.C.C. ADM. HOSE
Your school cadet corps has enjoyed a very successful year. In May 1957 a s uccessful Annual Inspection
was made by Capt. Stupart of H.:M.C.S. York, Toronto.
Three cadets took seven week's s ummer training for
communications, naval air, and gunnery. Ten cadets attended a ten day course at H.11. C.S. Acadia in Sydney,
~.S. During the year C.P.O. Thomas passed his petty
officer's test.
In the fa ll, t\vo new diY is io ns wer e created from new
entries, most of \\"hich we r e g rade nine students. Hurried preparations were made to have these t\\"O diYisions
in good shape for the Annual Inspection. on May 12.
The Christmas a nd Easter parties " ·er e again a success. The parties gi,·en by the officer s, w er e at the
school with coke and ice-cr eam and goodies prepared
by the home economics classes. l\ 1ovies were also featured.

r=

-JOHN PICKERING.

==i

-PHONEWH 5-1297 - WH 5-1524

Gray's Radio & Television Service
LIMITED

I

4620 Wyandotte St. East
At Pillette
WINDSOR , ONTARIO

CO:.CPLlnlEN'l'S OF

CO~IPLH.IENTS OF

W. J. Bondy & Sons
FINE SHOES

126 Ouellette Ave.

As we draw to the close of another training year, it
is our g r eatest hope that the corps will strive to become
the smartest corps in Canada. 'vVe now have the enrolment and equipment and \Ye are looking forwa rd to
another successful year.

River side Barber Shop
Steve Kmit, Prop.
1417 Wyandotte St. E.

Windsor

b:================:=.I

WH 5-1779

Riverside, Ont.

====-==============d
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Build Better Canadians

Drink Fresh Milk
for Health
*

The Mill{ Education
For the Finest in Recorded Music

Council
Baillie's Music Centre

of Windsor

320 PELISSIER ST.
WINDSOR

• Ready Mix Concrete
• Modular 1\'.lasonry Units

L

Your Self-Servke Record Shop

FURNITURE
RUGS. APPLPIANCES

*
STERLING BUILDING
MATERIALS LTD.

CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS

2494 Riverside Dr. E.

*

Buy With Confidence On

BAUM & BRODY'S

ONTARIO

WINDSOR
PHONE CL 2-7241

l

Corner Chatham and Ferry St.

L,===============~
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SPORTS
ATHLETIC

SOCIETY

First row, left to r ight: Margaret Wise man , Barbara Yates, Carol Sherman , Mr. McConnell , Sandra Fraser, Mrs.
Thomas Heather Allen Bob lsse ll, Elaine Carswell, Mary Jane Vallance.
s e cond row: left to right: ;. Ian Schwartz, John Russe ll, Blaire Durbin , Linda W a ugh , Irma Bernard, Camile Watson,
Ed Soulliere, D ick O'Callaghan.
Third row, left to right: Fraser Fellows, Bryan Coupland, J ohn Rockett, J im Perkins, Ron Allan Bob Lynch.

ATHLETIC SOCIETY
The 1957-58 A t hletic Society under the a us1>ices of M rs.
Thom as a nd M r. McConnell held its first meeting in midSeptember. l\I ike Stinchcombe was elected President, but later
in the year left school to go and work at the Sarnia Newspaper.
It was unanimously decided that Heather A llen should step
up h-0111 V ice-President to tak e over t he President's duties.
Danny \\'hite was elect ed V ice-P resident to r eplace Heather,
Bob l ssell T reasurer, and A nn Galloway Secretary. Sandra
F raser was later elected Secretary to replace A nn, who moved
to Montclair, N .J.

i

Dresser Electric Limite~

Th rough t he co-operation and work of the members l?f the
society, we were able to supervise the Basketball games m the
gym nasium and the dances held after.
During Septem ber the member s sold Athletic Cards which
once again yielded a successful profit. The money was used to
buy First Aid K its for the G ir ls a nd Boys Basketball Teams
and also new sweaters for our Cheerleader s. T he A thlet ic
Society wou ld like to acknowledge their appreciation for the
electric scoreboard w hich was presen ted t o the school t hrough
the unlim ited efforts of the S tudent Council, t he money beini::
obtained from a ~[agazine Subscription Sale.

-S,\ NDRA FRASER.

I

1

*

Standard And Custom Engineered

Photos

Transformers Of All Types
877 Walker Rd.

CL 6-8254
I,

II

LOGAN

TENO BROS.

By
I
PHOTOGRAPHY I

Service that Satisfies

RIVERSIDE'S PHOTO CENTRE

2465 RIVERSIDE DRIVE

STUDIO AND CAMERA SHOP

l :hone 30333

1445 Wyandotte St.

Windsor, Ont.

IJ

WH 8-1356
!!=========================
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W.O.S.S.A " B' SENIOR BOYS BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS

Front row, left to right: Eugene Swynarchuk, Bill Symonds, Bob Greenwood.
Second row, left to r i ght: Mr. McConnell, Ed Wenger, BIii Thomas (0), Blake Sherman, Glenn Campbell, Jack
Livingstone, Arnold Kay (0), Gary Richardson.
Absent: Murray Hutchings.

SENIOR BOYS BASKETBALL
For the third straight year the Rebels have completed the
E.C.S.S.A. league without a single defeat and have gone on to
win their third consecuti,·e \\'.O.S.S.A. cha1111>ionship.
Back in November the first practice was held with no unfamiliar faces. Returning from last year·s team were many regulars and some graduating juniors. By the time of the first game,
Bobby Greenwood and 1\1 ickey Stinchcombe had been placed as
forwards between Gary Richa,·dson, Billy Symonds and Gene
Swynarchuk took up the guard positions. The bench consisted
of Ed. \Vengcr, Blake Sherman, Glenn Campbell, Jack Livingstone, }.J urray Hutchings and Gord Clark.
Before the season opener, the Rebels had a number of exhibition tilts. The first game was played at Kennedy, against the
Cli1>pers who won hy one point. An old rivalry was resumed
with R.U.B.C. During the season the teams had it out three
times, the Bible Class coming out ahead with two victories.
One of the hig events was the invitation, the Rebels received
to play in the first annual Assumption Invitational. In the
qualifying round the Black and Gold were soundly defeated by
Stamford of Kiagara Falls. 0111 the strength of a defeat over
Corpus Christi. they advanced into the Consolation Finals, hut
were defeated by St. 11 ike's of Toronto.
, \fter the Christmas holidays. it was time to get down to
league play. 1Iurray Hutchings took over the right forward
position when }.J ike Stinchcomhe left school to work in Samia.
The season opener was played at Kingsville and the senior
Rebels took up where they had left oif last yeaT. and defeated
Kingsville SS to 25. Then they defeated Harrow and Tilbury
by scors of 71 to 36 and 71 to -10. The nex t week the team was
idle but returned to action the following week and went on to
end the season with lopsided victories over St. Rose, Amherst.
and Korth Essex. O n the six league games Greenwood led the
scoring and was followed hy Richardson. Symonds, Swynarchuk, and Hutchings.
This year the playoffs differed in that the first two teams
played a home and home series. The first game was played at
Amherst. Cci1e a,:id Bobby s1>arked the teams play and they
scored 40 pornts 111 the half. In the second half the play was
very rough and the Rebels only caged 8 points, but won the
Page Forty

game by a score of -48 to 36. The two teams returned to Riverside where the home five romped to a 77 to 28 win and the
,-ight to go to London for the \;v.o.S.S.A. tournament.
ln the semi-final the crew co1111lletely outclassed the \\'est ern
Ontario Agricultural College by a score of 62 to 34. In that
contest most of the team got into the scoring column. In the
final game the Rebels had a tough time getting the lid of the
basket and scored only .J points in the first quarter. In the
~econd quarter Sy found the range with his two hander and
from then on it was no contest. The scoreboard s howed a final
score of 56 to 25 and Riverside had another pennant for its halls.
- BOB ISSELL.

Ii STU D EN T S
Rt•:CEl \'E SPl•:CIA L ATTl-:NTJiOK
AT

Varsity Sports Centre
Limited

I 71 RIVER SIDE DRIVE W.

CL 4-3297

Windsor - Ontario
"The Right Equipm e nt for E,·ery Sport"

W.O.S.S.A. 8 JUNIOR BOYS BASKETBALL 'CHAMPIONS - 1957
11

11

\.

Front row, left to right: BIii Stewart, Fraser Fellows, Bob lssell, Bill Ruch, Michael Ward,
second row, left to right: Bill Thomas (official), Dick O 'Callaghan, Doug Steel, Bob Lynch, Dennis Duff, Jim
Perkins, Arno ld Kay (official), Mr. McConnell (co.ach).

\\·.o.S.S.A. playoffs in London. \\'here they edged

JUNIOR BASKETBALL
Once again Coach Rill t.IcConnell turned o ut a superb Junior Basketball team. They started out by defeating Kingsville 43-16, Bob lssell leading the way
with 17. On to Tiarro\\' they travelled. where they
trounced their opponents by a 43-19 scor e. lssell leading the way again with 19. The Junior Rebels were
then \'isited by Amherst whom they defeated 71-33, lssell scoring 27. follo\\·ed by Fraser Fellows with 18.
Next they defeated St. Rose 73-21 \\·ith Fellows. Duff
and Stewart hitting the double figures. \.Vith their next
two games. at home the Juniors squashed Tilbury 6434. lssell finding the range for 25; and s laughtered
)forth Essex 75-22. lssell leading \\·ith 24. Thus the
.I uniors finish their regular season with a perfect 6-0
record.
Demoralized by the loss of Bill Stewart. a top-notch
guard. the Junior's entered the playoffs in Amherstburg
and lost their first game in 55 by a score of 40-37. HO\\'·
ever. in the next game of the t\\'o-game. total point
series the Rebels gained revenge. trouncing Amherst
70-42. Issell hitting for 31. This advanced them to the

Strathroy 60-48 in the semi-finals. \\'ith one more game
to go the team \\'as full of confidence. They \\'ere up
against Pope Pius team of Chatham. They led at the
end of the q uarter 10-6. and "·ere never behind as they
pushed on to a 46-25 \'ictory. thus taking the \\'.O.S.S ..\.-B. Junior honours for the fifth consecuti\'e time.
Bob Issell - Guard-Fine ball handler and shooter. Best shot
was a quick one-hander around the key. Best effort was 31
points against Amherst in second game of total-point series.
A ,·eraged 20 points a game.
Fraser Fellows - Centre-Good jumper, fine 1·ebounder. Best
shot was a jump shot a round the basket. Best effort was
25 points against Tilbury. Averaged 14 points a game.
Bill Ruch - Guard-Forward-Fine defensive player with a
good fade-away one hander from the right s ide. Best effort
11 points against Tilbury.
Dennis Duff - Forward-Capitalized on fast breaks and had a
good jump shot from the left side. Best effort was against
Amherst. when he scored 16 points.
Bill Stewart - Guard-A fine guard and ball handler with a
good one-hander from the outside. Top effort was 13 points
against St. Rose.
Jim Perkins - Forward-Inexperienced at first but improved
vastly. Had a good jump shot from the right and was a
good rcbounder. Best effort was 10 points against Strathroy.

DRY GOODS AND SHOES

FU R S B Y . .

ARPIN CO. LTD.

Shanfields Regular Prices Are Others
CL 3-5612

484 Pelissier St.
Windsor, Ontario

i

SHANFIELDS

CO:i\lPLl:i\IE)JTS OF

L4
?~

\

1

=

Wyandotte

"Sale" Prices
Riverside
11
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VARSITY FOOTBALL W.O.S.S.A. "B" CHAMPIONS - 1957

Front row, left to right: Dick Shuel, Allen Wirch, BIil Thomas, Arnold Kay, John Hamilton, Bob Greenwood.
Middle row, l eft to right: Eugene Sw ynarc h uk, Bla k e Sherman, B ill Symonds, N i ck Pearson, Ed Wenger.
Back row, left to right: John Perk ins, La r ry Relf, Rob ert Relf, Gary Robinson, Dennis Mccrea, Di ck O'Callaghan,
Bob lssell, Kit Hamilton, Ross M iles, Ron D ickson, Gary Richardson , John Rockett, Jack Russell, Jack Livingstone, Mr. Wa lton, Mr. Sabo (coach).

RIVERSIDE FOOTBALL
After several years of trying to get to the purple
bowl the Rebels finally made it this year. Not only did
they get there, but they a lso came home victorious, by
easily OYer-powering their opponents.
Th is year's team was the best the school has ever
seen. They were beaten only once, and that was because their spirit had been drained out by the Asiatic
Flu. They soon recovered, however , and "·ent on to
down Sarnia's St. Pat's for the second year in a row and
to shellac :M itchell in the Purple Bowl game.
vVnth the aid of three good running backs: Ed vVenger, Nick Pearson and Blake Sherman ; three sticky
fingered pass receiYers. Bob Gr eenwood, Richard Shuel.
and Eugene Swynarchuk; a big hard driYing line of
John Hamilton. Roy Harrison, Arnold Kay, Bill
Thomas and Allen \Virch; and an elus ive quarterback with an accurate throwing arm, Bill Symonds, the
offensiv\'e team scor ed an average of 30 points per
game.
The defensive crew was just as solid in its part. It
contained many of the offensi\'e p layers plus Ron
Dickson, Murray Hutchings, and the Relf brothers on
the line; Garry Richardson and Gerald Snyder backing them up and John Perkins as pass defense. They
allowed an average of only 4 points a game to be scored
against them.
1957 - 1958

I.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

Riverside vs. Assumption JV's
............
Riverside vs. Corpus Christi..................................
Riverside vs. Leamington ......................................
Riverside vs. Kingsville ........... .......... ................. .
Riverside vs. Essex .................................... ..... .......
Riverside vs. Corpus Christi...... . . ................. .
Riverside vs. Leamington ........ ............................. .
Riverside vs. Samia St. Pats..
......................
Riverside vs. :Mitchell
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Win
Win
Win
Win
Win
Loss
Win
Win
Win

20- 0
25- 7
27- 1
56- 0
46- 0
13-21
26- 6
13- 2
40- 0

I

COMPLIMENTS
OF

WOODALL CONSTRUCTION
LIMITED

•
PLYMOUTH

CHRYSLER

FARGO

Abbey Gray

Phone CL 6-7891
Goyeau at Elliott
ONTARIO
'I

BOYS· TRACK TEAM

Front row: lef t . rte rlg.ht: li'eter Vulcic,. Otto Armin, Doug Topliffe, Jim Perkins, J.ack Russell.
Middle row, left to right: Blake Sherman, John Hamilton, Arnold Kay, John Perkins.
Back row, left to right: BIii Voy, Fraser Fellows, Bob lasell, Glen Campbell , Harry Woodend , Eugene Swynarchuk,
Mr. McConnell (coach ).

BOYS TRACK AND FIELD
.\gain in 1957-58. our boy's track team was one of
the smallest in number to wear the Black and Gold of
Riverside. Although smal l in number. the talent was
high, and again this year. as last. Riverside placed
second in the E.C.S.S.A. and the \\'.O.S.S..\. meets.
The boys who put in time and practice are to he congratulated for their excellent showing
On Friday, 8ept . 26, the track team boarded the bus
and headed for Kingsvivlle and the annual E.C.S.S.A.
track and field meet. The junior boys walked off with
the junior boy's pennant, the big gun being Jim Perkins \\'hO captured the junior boys' indi,·idual championship. Jack Russell looked in good form as he took a
red ribbon for the 100 yard dash. Tn the intermediate
e\'ents the boys missed \\'inning the pennant by two
poinb. Harry \\' oodend also missed out on the individual championship by t\\'o points. Harry had four
firsts and a second. Bob lssell won the high jump and
collected two firsts a nd a second. The intermediate relay team composed of Jim \\'ood. Cord Clark. l larry
\\'oodend. and Bob Issell broke the rela,· record with
a time o f 47.5 seconds. Our senior boys ,~·ere the smal-

r

l

CO)l PLDCE:\fTS OF

STEEL MASTER TOOL
COMPANY LIMITED
Frank

J.

Miller -

lest number e ,·er to compete with only t hree trackmcn.
Blake Sherman, John Hamilton, and Arnold Kay. John
sho,,·ed his muscles and won the discus throw.
On Saturday, Oct. 3, the team, got an early start to the
W.O.S.S.i\. meet at London. The highlight, of the day for
Riverside were that we broke two records and tied another. In
senior boy', competition John Hamilton threw the discus for a
new record. Then in intermediate events Ilarry \Voodencl
e<1ualled the record for the 100 yd. da,h. Again a, in Kingsvillc
the intermediate rcla) team established a \\'.0.S.S.A. relay
record. Harry also came through with two more firsts. Jim
Perkins came through with another good 1>erfonnance and took
the individual champion,hip.
All in all we had a good sea;,on and thanks nm,t he given to
.\Ir. .\I cConnell for hi, coaching and time.

-BO B !SSELL.

r

CO:\l PLL\[ l·:~TS OF

ii

Baker Bros. Auto Service
Wyandotte and Villaire Streets
Phone WH 5-2412

Riverside, Ont.
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BOYS

VOLLEYBALL TEAM

Front row, left to rl,ght: Fraser Fellows, Bob Lynch, Jerry Dowling, Harry Woodend, Jim P erkin,.
Back row, left to right: Bill Ruch, M lchael Ward, Doug Steel, Mr. McConnell (coach), Douglas Topliffe, Robert
Luck- Baker, Donald Dawson, Paul Klefaber.

BOYS VOLLEYBALL
This was the first year Ri,·erside has had a \'olleyball team and it proYed to be a ,·err successful one.
Although they did not have any exhibition or season
games they were very successful in the 1-:ssex County
playoffs.
Under the able coaching of :\[r. :\[cConnell the team
showed a great deal of promising talent and formed a
smooth working unit backed by a strong reserve. I Jarry

I

\\" oodend, Jerry Do\\'ling, Fraser Fello\\'R, Bill Ruch.
Dennis Duff, and Mike \\' ard formed the Rebels offence: Da, id :\lac Kay. Bob Luckbaker, Bob Lynch.
Jim Perkins, Doug Steel. Don Da\\'sOn. Ron .\lien and
l>oug Topliffe made up the Rebel reser\'e. Jn the first
game with Kingsvillc the Rebels got off to a slow start,
hut then glided by for an easy ,·ictory. They entered
into the semi-finals, but were beaten by the strong
11 arrow team.

COMP LI :\l l~~TS OF

Co,npliments of

LEEPO MACHINE
Col. E. S. Wigle Branch 255

PRODUCTS LTD.

CANADIAN LEGION
Manufac turers of Power Too]s
For the Home
111 Wyandotte St.
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Workshop

Riverside
[I

_J[

HOCKEY TEAM

Front row, left t o righ t : Howard Dennison , Bob Luck-Baker, Dwayne Duke, Keith Ward, David Cooper, David
G rant, Jim McLa h lan , Murray Clark.
Back row , left to r ight: Arnold Kay, Doug Butcher, BIii Calvert, Mr. Forden (coach) Dennis Mccrae, Ron
Duncan , Bryan Coupland , John Rockett.

-SCORING-

RIVERSIDE HOCKEY
For the first time in the history of R.ll.S.. \\'e ha,·e
had a hockey team. under the able coaching of :\Ir.
Forden the team has played many exhibition games
with \\' incisor and Ri,·erside Schools. \\.inning slightly less than half of their games, the team was fairly successful. Members of this year's team were Jack Master
and Keith (Gump) \Vard. in goal. The for,,·ard lines
\\'ere Denn is l\IcCrae, Jim McLachlan. D\\'ayne Duke,
David Copper, John Rockett, Howard Dennison, i\lurray Clark, Bryan Coupland, Bob Luck-Baker. Defense
\\'ere David Grant. Arnold Kay, Ron Duncan, Doug
Butcher.
Under the able coaching of .\Lr. Forden. the team has
won 10, lost 12, and tied 2. Next year \\'e hope for more
after-school games so students may sec us in action.
The team was supplied with new uniforms which showed up effecti,·ely on the ice. I\' ext year the team will be
representing R.II.S. in one of the city leagues . The team
would like to thank :i\[r. Forden for his hard ,,·ork and
his 6 :30 a.rn. appearances for our games.

r

Clark
Dennison ............... .. ................. .
l\IcLachlan .......
.................. .
Coupland .... .
.. ......... ..
Rockett
................................. ..
Kay ....
.. ......... .
Duke .................... ... ............ .
Butcher ............................ .... .... .
Grant ..... .................. .. ............ .
1IcCrae ................................ .

4

3

5

6

6

5

6

3

5

1

958 Wyandotte St. W.
A Complete Job Shop
Letter Press or Offset

For Free Estimates Call CL 4-2312

QUALITY DIAMOND

MORGAN JOHNSTON

SWISS WATCHES

OWNER OF

FINE SILVER

Coulter's Cycle and Sport Centre
WH 5-3434

16
15
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7

8
8

FORMERLY HUNT PRINTING SERVICE
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Windsor, Ontario

8
10
7
6
3
2
0
1
2

T.P.
28
19

DRESSER PRINTING

- AR~OLD KAY.

1405 Wyandotte at Esdras

A
12
11
6

G
16
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ENGLISH CHINA

BIR KS
JEWELLERS

Ouellette at Par~ !

II
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CHEERLEADERS

Left to right: Janet Varah, Joan Ardiel, Pat Thompson, Elaine Kmit, Marilyn Holmes, Helen Wood, Suzanne Cook,
Lynn Marnoch.
Absent: Carol Whittaker.

BADMINTON CLUB

Front row, left to right: Linda Carberry, Beverley Schneider, Pam Fellows, Janet Varah, Joan Ardiel, Judy Booth,
Lynne Flewelling.
Middle row, left to right: Pat Berth iaume, Evelyn Watret, Nila Jean Black, Camille Watson, Helen Hetherington,
Jo-Ann Bunt, Mr. J. W. McConnell (coach).
Back row, left to r ig ht: Otto Armln, Doug Butcher, Fraser Fellows, Arnold Kay, !Doug Steel.
Absent: Keith Ward.
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SENIOR GIRLS

BASKETBALL

Front row , le f t to right: Be v erly Sl usa rchuk, Glory Mfiner.
Second row , left to right: L ynn Brow n, P at W ellock , H eather A lle n, Carol Sherman, Elaine Carsw ell, Shelia W right.
Third row , left to right: Lanls Hoffman, Myrna Malowney , Eliz abeth Tensch, Helen Gaz o, Sue Pa ttison. Mrs.
Thomas, NIia Jean Black, Sylvia L umb, Vicki Coyle, Nancy Gorden, Sandra Frazer.

GIRLS SENIOR BASKETBALL
In the 1957-58 season of Senior Cirls' ha:-ketball.
Riverside again put forth great effor ts in order to obtain good standings in the E.C.S.S .. \ . league. ,\)though
their efforb failed. they "·on the championship in
sportsmanship, which is far more important. In actual
records, the girls were defeated in all s ix of their league
games.
The first game wa,- against King:-\·ille. in which
JU I.S. girls were defeated soundly by a score of 61-13.
The fol lowing week they again were defeated by Jlarrow to the tune of 38-19. The next game, Riverside
journeyed to .\mhersthurg where Ceneral .\mherst
Seniors trounced Ri,·erside 52-18. The following game.
at home, was considered the best of the season a lthough
the Rebelettes were still unable to win. In this game,

they struggled gallantly to gain priority, but trailed
three points behind with the recorded »core of 35-32.
On the fourteenth of February. the Riverside girls
again tra\'clled out of town to Tilbury, where they recei,·ed a sound thumping of 35-27.
Their final game \\ as played at .'.\orth Essex and although they put up a terrific battle. it was not enough
to stop their opponents who scored thirty-one points
to River:-ide's twenty-six.

The season ,ras short and Rin:rside girb had no officia l win except for sportsman:-hip. E\'ery member of
the team, composed of thirteen. displayed a sportsmanship quality that :-urpassed eYCry other team in the
league. That " ·as the most important game and the
Seniors \\'O n it.
-CA1lJLLE \\'.\TSOX.

CO~! PLL\11-:NTS OF

Best Wishes From

A FRIEND

HAY

ES

REXALL PHARMACY
Pillette and W y andotte E.
WH 5-882 1

Windsor, Ont.
WH 5-5586
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JUNIOR GIRLS

BASKETBALL

Front row, left to right: Joy Dickson, Mary Lou Sherman, Marion MacKlnnon, Ruth Harrison.
Second row, left to right: Nancy Gordon (offlc,al), Sharon Downey, Irma Bernard, E laine P odolsky, Mrs. Thomas
(coach), Camille Watson, Helen Hethering t on, Beverley Alewlck.
Third row , lef t t o righ t: M y rna M alowney (off icial), Doroth y Humphreys, W inifred Crosby, In grid St a h l, Linda
Waugh, Barbara Smith, Blaire Durbin, M onica Erwled, L anls Hoffman (officia l), Sandra F raser (of•lc ial).

JUNOR GIRLS BASKETBALL
The Junior girb under the efficient coaching of ~Irs.
Thoma:. had a succe::-:;ful season. The) played a serie:.
of six games in league competition. ~lo::-t of the games
were easy \"ictorie::- hut they were defeated in the final
play-off b) a heart-breaking one point deficit. The high
scorer for league and play-off games ,, as Camille \\" atson with 112 points. She was closely followed by Elaine
Podolsky with 105. Be,· .\lcwick with 61. and Blaire
Durbin" ith 11. ~rud1 of the credit is due to the hardworking guards: TIelen 11 etherington. lrma Bernard,
Linda \\' augh, and Sharon Downey.

In the first league game, RiYer-.ide walked o,·er
Kingsville with an impressive 62-23 ,·ictory. 1n the following game Rin' rside edged out I larrow 37-36. In
their third game they were stopped on their rampage
h) losing 2-4-31 to General .\mherst I ligh School.

The three following league game:; were easy Yictorics
for the girls:
l{ i \"erside
Ri\"erside
Riverside

-40
-40
57

~l. Rose ,\mherstburg 28.
Tilbury 13.
:-for th 'Es:;ex 23.

. \ t :\Torth Es:;ex Ri,·e,·side played a play-off game
with I larrow to break the three-way tie for first place.
They lost to 11 arrow 30-31.
'l'wo exhibition games were played with vValkerYillc. The first str ing .J1111:ors and Seniors combined to
meet them. The first game was played at \ \" alker \"ille
and Ri,·erside lost 21-40. The second game was played
at Ri,erside and the girls lost again 29-38. The girls
played two exhibition games with Corpus Christi. They
Jost their fir,.,t 11-17. but walked o,·er them 36-1-4 in the
second game.
~I a1w thanks are clue to timers and scorers for their
efforts:
-KIL.\ JEAK BL ..\CK.

,.--======================= =71
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JOHN WEBB LIMITED
D iamonds -

Watches -

II

Jewellery

IMP ORTED ENGLISH SILVERWARE & CHINA

I
IL2-556

O ullette Ave.

W indso,, O nt.
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GIRLS' TRACK TEAM

Front row, left to right: Gare Webb, Shella Georges, Shirley Slusarchuk, Ga le Purdy, Ruth Harrison, Mary Lou
Sherman, Helen Hetherington, Carol Sherma n , Marcia Brow n, Beverley Schnelder, Judy Stee le.
Second row, left to right: Monica Erwied, Marian MacKlnnon, Jan Hamel, Beverley Alewlck, Camille Watson, Linda
Waugh, Esther Jones, Kathryn Eddie.
Third row, left to right: Beth Lyon, Lynn Brown. Mrs. Thomas, Joan Ardlel, Elaine Carswe I, Pat Wellock, Evelyn
Watret, Joan Ard iel, Sandra Fraser, Shella Wright, Janet Varah, Irma Bernard, Pam Ftllow1, Bla ire Durbin .

GIRLS' TRACK AND FIELD
Riverside Senior, and Intermediate girl, ob tained E.C.S.S.A.
1>ennants. :\t the meet in Kings,·ille the Junior girb were
placed fourth in the softball throw. The three hundred yard
relay team took fourth place; the shuttle team third, and the
basketball pass team came in third.
Carol Sherman took first place in the 75-yard dash, ,econd
in the basketball throw. and fir,t in the running broad jump.
Ruth HHrison placed third in the 75-yard dash; Linda \\'augh
took first place in the softball throw, while the shuttle threesome took third. '!'he 300-yard relay team set a new record of
38.6 seconds. The sparkling team consisted of: Carol and Mary
Lou Sherman, Ruth Harrison, and Helen Hetherington.
Pat \\'ellock fared quite well for the Seniors, capturing fir,,t
in the 75-yard da,h, and second in running broad jump. Xila
Jean Black took fourth place in the 75-yard dash; Irma Bernard
ca1>turecl second in hig h jump, and standing broad jump; Lynn
Brown placed fourth in high jump, while Giselle Herman placed
iourth in standing broad ju1111>. The Seniors took first place in
both the 300-yard relay, and the shuttle relay while the basketball pa ... s team took fourth po,ition.
W.O.S.S.A. MEET: The Juniors obtained top honours in
the basketball !lass, when they placed first. In the Junior girls,
300-ya rd relay, the girls tied with St. ::'llary's for fifth place.
. \gain Carol Sherman in the Intermediate class, added to our
li,t of honour. Carol placed third in the Intermediate girls'

Consume1·s Wallpaper

Ltd.

Co.l

l>tanding broad jump, and upped her standing to second place
in the girl»' softball throw. Linda \Vaugh placed fifth. In team
events, the Intermediate girls trio for the basketball pass placed
third. while Carol Sherman emerged from that e,·cnt to place
first in the 75-yard dash.
The Senior g irls placed second in the basketball speed throw;
1rma Bernard captured third in the Senior girls standing broad
jump. Sandra Fraser placed sixth in Senior girls' softball throw,
while Pat \Vellock took second place in the 75-yard dash. The
Senior girls' tied with Fores: for second place in the Senior
girls' 300-yard relay.
- NILA JEAN BLACK, CAMILLE WATSON.

Compliments of

MARE TETTE BROS.
LIMITED
3104 HOWARD AVE.
WINDSOR

Goyeau and W yandotte

Fine W all Papers and Paints
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SENIOR GIRLS

VOLLEYBALL

Front r ow, left to r ight: Beverly S lusa rchuk, Cath ie Hous ley, Sylvia Lumb, Lynn Brown.
Se c ond row, le f t to r ight: E la in e Carswe ll, Pat Wellock, Sheila Wright, Nila Jean Black, Ela ine Podolsky, Heathe r
All en, C a rol Sh erm a n.
Thi rd r ow , left to right: Lannie Hoffman, Evelyn W a tret, Pat Wilson, Sue Patt ison , Glory Milner, Mrs. Thomas,
Myr n a Malown e y, Helen Ga zo, Elizabeth Tensch , Nancy Gor don.

SENIOR GIRLS VOLLEYBALL
The 1957-58 season of senior ,·olleyball got off to a
good start with two exhibition games against Corpus
Christi. ln both games Ri ,·ers ide \\'as victorious with
scores of 48-16 and 42-1 9. Representing R.H.S. in
league games. of which there were t\\'O, were the following: Nila Jean Black, Pat \,\' ellock, Beverley Slusarchuk. Elaine Podolsky, Elaine Cars"·ell, Sheila
\\'right, Carol Sherman. Helen Gazo, :\fyrna :-Ialo\\·ney. EYelyn \\.atret, E lizabeth Tensch, Pat \ Vilson,
Sue Pattison. Glory :-Iilner, Cathie Housley, Lynn
Bro\\'n. Heather Allen, and Sylvia Lumb.

ln both games w e r egret t o say t hat they r eceived a
sound t humping to the tune of 38-14 and 37-16 r especti\'ely. ,\ !though t he sen ior s lost their two games,
they sho\\'ed exceptional team spirit and excellent
spor tsmanship \\'hich is more important than actually
win ning
-C. WATSON.

From the Finest Forests of Canada
In Our Modern Showroom

- - - - - - -SE E-------.

During the short Yolleyball season, Riverside girls
played t\\'O games, against T ilbury and North Essex.

r-- ROSS

the latest PLYWOODS and PANELS
modern "ANDERSEN" WINDOWALLS

beautiful
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"WEISER"

HARDWARE

Nationally Aclvertisecl Products - - -

FRASER

LIFE UNDERWRITER

.\LL 'l'YPES OF' I~SURANCE
801 Security Bldg., Windsor -I _
CL 4-'/ 541
W ~ 5 4638 1
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11

IL874 Walke< Road

CL 6-4556

JUNIOR GIRLS

VOLLEYBALL

Front row, left to r ight: Ruth Harrison Mary Lou Sherman , Kathryn Eddie, Gale Purdy, Cathy Bourne.
Middle row, left to right: Beverley Alewlck, Wendy Webster, Dorothy Humphreys, Helen Hetherington, Camille
Watson, Sharon Downey, Jan Hamel.
Third row, left to right: Donna Cope, Blaire Durbin, Lin:ta Waugh, Lanis Hoffman (official), Mrs. Thomas (coach),
Nancy Gordon (official), Mon ica Erwied, Betty Thomas, Barbara Smith.

CO:.IPLHI1:£N'TS OF

JUNOR GIRLS VOLLEYBALL

W. J. WYLIE

The Junior Girls under the able coaching of :Mrs.
Thomas had a successful season. They finished in top
place, in a Round-Robin Tournament, played at Tilbury. The first game was held at Tilbury where they
were \'ictors with a scor e of 30-19. In their second game
they \\·alked O\'er North Essex by 46-16. After these
t\\'O easy victories the Juniors \'entured to meet Barro\\'. Here they met their \.Vaterloo, being routed by
Harrow 40-24. Even at half-time the Juniors were
trailing by fi £teen points. A Yaliant string of points by
\\'endy \.Vebster failed to put them out in front, but
they \\'ent do\\'n good-heartedly to defeat.

Jeweler
Telephone WH 5-7301
Windsor, Ont.

4746 Wyandotte St. E.

Com pli men ts of

Mcl(ee-Morrison Electric Co.
Limited

866 TECUMSEH BLVD. E.
The Juniors played t\\'O close exhibition games with
Corpu,; Christi. In both games they trimmed them 312-l and 32-24. The team captains were Donna Cope and
Camille \Vatson. The team consisted o f: Linda \.Vaugh.
Jan Hamel, Helen Hetherington. Blaire Durbin, BeYerly Alewick, Dorothy ] lumphrey s. Kathryn Eddie.
Sharor. Downey, Cathy Bourne, \\'endy \\'ebster. Gale
Purdy. Ruth Harrison, )Iary Lou Sherman, Betty
Thomas, Barb Smith. and Monica Er\\'ied. Since a
majority of this team will remain Junior again. the
school has a good chance of winning a Junior E.C.S.S.A. and \.V.O.S.S.A. pennant.

Windsor, Ontario
CL 6-3138
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Rivmid•, Ont.
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NILA JEAN BLACK
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Millar Drug Store

1

PALMER-PANN CORPORATION
CA N ADIAN D I VISION
WORLD'S LEADING CREATORS O F P A I N TBY NUMBER SETS

465 P itt St. W., W indsor, Ont.
CRAFT MASTER

N E W A R'.IST

II

Prescriptions

P h on e WH 5429 3
Lauzon Rd., at W yan dotte
River side, Ontario
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Riverside P aint and Wallpaper
SUPER K EMTO N E
KEM GLO

SPRED SATIN
FLO GLA ZE

1335 W y andotte St., Riverside
F ree Delivery
W H 5-2811
MAT CH ANY COLOU R ANYTIME

Compliments
fro m

White Construction
Limited
Gen eral Moving Contractors

SCHOOL OF NURSING
Me tropolitan Gen eral Hospital
W I NDSOR, ONTARIO
.... The School of Nursing, Metropolitan General Hospital,
offers to qualified h i gh schoo l graduaets a three year course
leading to e ligibility to write the Ont ario Nurse Registration
Examinations. This is one of the most progressive nursi ng
schools in Ont ario of fering the newer program of education
that is gradually being adopted by foremost schools in the
province.
PATTER N OF COURSETwo years' nursing education, (Including educational e x perience in both c l assroon, and hospita l wards), follow ed by
one year nursing internship. An allowance of $130.00 per
month Is given in the third year.
FEATURES OF COURSENo tuit ion fee. Books and uniforms supplied by school.
Residence accommodat ion In modern school building wit h
excellent living and teaching facilities.
Well qualified teaching staff.
Experi ence in all major branches of nursing.
Opportunity for s:pec i atized experi ence i n third year In
Operating Room, Maternity, or Children's Nursi ng.
Applications Are N ow Being Received For The
September, 1958 C l ass.

Information May Be Secured F rom

790 LAUZON R D.
O u r

M o t t o

Director, School of N ursing
2240 K ildare Road, W indsor
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SOCIAL NEWS
MAYTIME RHAPSODY 1957

Among those entertaining at coketail parties prior to
the dance were )lary :.largaret Oke, escorted by \Valter Scheuerman; Elaine Podolsky and Ian Dickson ;
and Lannie Hoffman with Dean \\" ebster. Following
the dance, John Perkins, president of the Student Council, "·ho escorted Heather Stuart, held open house.

A colourful and picturesque carni,·al theme predominated for the tenth annual Maytime Rhapsody.
The ceiling was hidden from view by a canopy of
brightly-coloured streamers, centred "·itb a captivating
mobile from ,vhich hung balloons and animated monkNoted dancing were Isobel Benjamin with .i\like
eys. Lining the balcony and walls of the gymnasium
Pritchard, Barbara \ Vest escorted by Bob Hull, Barwere lively animal replicas, including representations
bara ::\IcDonald and Terry Knuckle, Margaret Gault
of giraffes, tigers and elephants, and a large red cage
with Bill Lemmon, Barbara ::\IacKay with Al Lackowas placed in the corner of the room to house "Leo the
wicz, :\Iarilyn, Holmes "·ith Brian Furlong, Nila Jean
Lion".
B lack and Ed \Venger, Heather Allen and Jack Giffen,
Anne Galloway and Mike Prince, Lynn 1Iarnoch with
The dance owed much of its success to the efforts of
Hob Thayer, .Marlene ::\lcKinnon and Richard Shuel,
the convenors, Keitha \Vylie, Barbara .i\IacKay, DorDoreen Robinson and \Valter Sigmund, Glenna .i\Icothy Harrison, and Penny Shepherd.
Phee and Kevin .i\IcFadden and Myrna ::\lalowney with
Lending their patronage for the evening ,vere :Mr.
Allen \\"irch.
and 1\Irs. George Davis, ~fr. and Mr s. E. E. Varah, Mr.
and :Mrs. W. H . .i\IaeKay, ?-.Ir. and i\Irs. D. Little, Mr.
Seen chatting at intermission were Elaine Carswell
and Mr s. R. H. Brown and members of the teaching
with Bob 1[arko,·itch, Cathie Housley and Bryan Coupstaff.
land, Pat \\. ellock and B lake Sherman, Sandra Fraser
The highlight of the evening was the crowning of the
and Bob Issell, Lynne Rushbrooke and Nick Pearson,
"Queen of the Ball", Penny Shepherd, who was lovely
Camille \Vatson ·with Glen Girard . Joan i\rdiel with
in a gown of pale blue chiffon. Her escort was David
Danny \Vhite, Eaaine Kmit ,Yith Dick Sadleir. Ruth
Duncan. Her princesses included, Linda Atkinson, in
Anne Kick see and Bill Eddie. Helen \\" ood and Bob
pale pink embroider ed nylon, escorted by Ernie Riddel,
Greei:iwood, Peggy \'arah with Dennis La::\Iarr e. Sue
Jo-Anne Bunt, in blue and white lateral-striped crystaBrowne with Fraser Dickson, Sylvia Lumb with Stan
Jette, with Ron Dickson; Joan Holditch, wearing red
Oster, Cail Tripp and Bob ::\Ic Donald. Roberta Payne
chiffon, with lan Steele; Beth Livingstone, in pale pink
with Ernie Niemi, Nina \Vhite, with Gary Richardson,
chiffon, with Bill Robinson; 1Iarlyn Sha,,., wearing
Karen Kersey and John Clea,·er. Heat her ~[arnoch
pink embroidered nylon, with Garth Smith; Janet
with Fraser Fellows, Be"erly Alewick and Ralph Gault,
Varah, wearing white nylon with blue accents, escorted
Lois Carswell and Doug Pearson, John Pickering with
by Vern ~ar~ey; and Keitha \Vylie, in yellow silk or-...,m P~n~y Y_oung, K~ren )Iiller and \'ictor Hubert, Jane
ganza, with Jnn Graham.
- , .\Vylie ,nth De11111s J\IcCrea, and many, many others.

SCHOOL TRIP
F riday, May 17, 1957, with .\Ir. and I\lrs. O'Gorman
as chaperons, we left for Chicago and arrived there
the following morning at 8 :30. vVe taxied to the luxurious Hotel Sherman. where ,ve breakfasted in vineswept booths of its Celtic Cafe.

ln the afternoon we toured the i\luseum of Natural
Science. Here we saw hundreds of fascinating inventions of modern sicence - we saw our seh·es on television and toured an actual coal mine and submarine.
One of the most interesting things we saw was a huge
model of the human heart. It gave one an eerie feeling
to actually be inside a heart and hearing the thump,
thump, as it beat. This was truly one of the most unusual tours we had. That evening we spent as we
pleased. :Most of us caught up on our lost sleep.
Sunday, we toured the )luseum of Natural History.
the Planetarium and the Aquarium. The Planetarium
was, perhaps, the most fastinating. 'Ne were all seated
in a·n immense circular room in the centre of which was
a gigantic telescopic machine. A man began speaking,
and slowly, mysteriously, darkness enveloped the room
as the high dome ceiling became a beautiful moonlit
sky with millions of twinkling starts. The speaker described the movements of the sun and st ars and we were

all surprised when we realized that \\'C had seen the
same sky, night after night and never realized its
beauty. The speech lasted 'about an hour and we were
again surprised to be g r eeted by bright daylight as we
left the building, after the realism of the night.
\ Ve then made our ,my to the .\1 useum of >T atural
History "·hich also was a fabulous building. Here we
\\·ere greeted by a dinosaur skeleton and from there we
roamed the corridors where incredibly life- like stuffed
animals were displayed. In addition. the !i,·es of ancient
civilization were portrayed by life-s ize statues in actual
reproductions of their ancient dwellings.

At 6:00 p.m. we had a group dinner in the :.ling
Room of the exotic Hoi Sai Jai Restaurant, where we
enjoy oriental food and fortune cookies That evening
was also free. Some of the students went to Chinatown
on the overhead railway, toured the T.V. stations, or
went to a show. Later in the evening. we met in the
O'Gorman's room where we drank cokes and gaily discussed the exciting events of this weekend.
The following morning at 8 :30 we viewed Don McNeil's Breakfast C lub in the College Room of the hotel.
\Ve then rushed to our rooms, packed, and hurried to
catch the train home.
- ELAINE PODOLSKY, JOA>T :\!ILLAR.
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LITERARY
SCENE ON A MOONLIGHT NIGHT
All is darkness on this bitter night,
Then the bright moon pierces the blackness with light.
Beams of light shoot through the sky,
And strike icicles, making sparks fly.
The white light shines through the cold, biting air,
And people everywhere retreat into their lair.
The sidewalk, covered with snow,
Shines where the footsteps made ice, all aglow.
The moonlight is reflected on window-pane;
And slowly increases as house-lights wane.
The whole world takes on a silvery sheen,
As moonlight illumines this cold winter scene.

- CA'rHY BOURNE ( 12-A).

THE LONG WAIT
By Len Snyder (11A)

Rain dropped lightly upon his cap as he shuffled
along the lonely path, the miserable thought of the past
behind him. Inside he felt melancholy and morbid; it
was all so horrible to think of, and he had been wrong
from the \'ery start. Out of the mist appeared the white
frame house towards which he silently moved, the
evidence still in his hand. He s lid s ilently upstairs
grasping the long bannister in his pale hands. As he
took off his soaked clothing and prepared to slide into
bed, the thunder rattled the \'ery beams of the house.
Sleep did not come; like a wine which one takes in
slow swirling gulps, it took hold of his weary mind as
it retraced the day's happenings and the passage of all
the months before. It had not all arisen overnight, but
had come through clays of restless sleep and worry. He
had had his fun - now he must pay for it.
The rain pattered against the window. Then, as the
tap often did, it would drip, beating out a slow chant.
Louder and louder it sounded until it sounded through
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THE NIMRODS
\Vhy do men hunt and kill?
Is it that they fear,
The inocent rabbit and the deer,
Or wish to show their skill?
Do they somehow think,
The wildlife a menace,
Or feel, "What's a deer more or less?"
How low they do sink!
I often inquire,
And wonder what rules,
Those who kill for a trifle.
And I often desire,
To get those fools,
At the end of a rifle.

- ROBERT BIGGS, Grade XIII.

his senseless head and made him sit upright in bed.
Sweat dripped from his head and face, and fear stared
from his startled eyes. He lay back and tried to s leep,
but he knew he couldn't do it.
Now there were five hours left, five hours until he
came, fiye hours of weary waiting. He could run and
never be caught, he thought; but that was the way of a
coward, not his. The clock ticked heaYily. A sickening
it beat out with the fa lling r.ain.
Throughout the gloomy house the chimes reverberated. Now he knew there ,,·ere only two hours left.
\Vhat would happen to him? ·what would his punishment be? These were the thoughts that kept eating at
his mind.
There was very little time left, but he was prepared.
O ut in front a car skidded
a stop and a door slammed
shut. Footsteps stomped up the walk and the door
creaked again. The stranger walked along the corridor
and came to the foot of the stairs. He was coming up.

to

A rigid figure met him at the landing. They 1net face
to face, father and son, and with trembling fiands, t he
boy ga"e the father his report card.
•'i:-·
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ideas ...
I more
new ideas
@ in the Ford family
offme cars
FORD

METEOR

EDSEL

MERCURY

THUNDERIIRD

LINCOLN

CONTINENTAL

What do we mean by YOU ideas? Simply this: we think fint of people,
-then of cars. We take into account your safety, your comfort, your
appreciation of handsome styling-and then we build these things into fine
cars that ofl'er you the greatest value for your dollar.
New modern stYlin& new ideas of riding comfort. new engines and new
transmissions which combine to achieve new standards of economy in
operation-these are all part of the YOU ideas and the new ideas in
the Ford family of fine cars.
Whatever your choice, we've got it for you. And there's a wide, wide, ran.,
of prices in our 94 models-from the 13 Ford-British can to the lowest
~ Fords and Meteors through Mercury, Edsel, Lincoln, and the
classic elegance of the Continental.
We invite you to see and drive the new members of the Ford family of
fine cars. There is one that is just right for you, and your way of life.
You'll get the YOU idea, the new idea. at your Ford-Edsel dealer,
and at your Mercury-Lincoln-Meteor dealer.

FORD MOTOR COMPANY
OF CANADA, LIMITED

